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1 INTRODUCTION 

In this chapter we aim to give the reader a presentation of our chosen topic 

and a problem discussion that concludes with the purpose of the thesis. 

Furthermore, we will present the limitations made and the disposition of the 

thesis. 

 

1.1 BACKGROUND 

The service sector provides for more than 60 percent of global output, and it 

is also the fastest growing sector of the world economy, even representing 

the largest share of employment in many countries.1 The word export is 

often associated with trade in goods, which is the export that has dominated 

the global trade arena in the 20th century. However, in recent years the 

internationalisation of services has began to assume greater importance in 

the global market trade.2 Unfortunately, international service firms have lost 

out on potential benefits and profits as a result of the lack of legal 

framework that existed up until 1995.3 It was in 1995 that the first 

multilateral agreement on global trade in services entered into force; it was 

named the General Agreement on Trade in Services (GATS). The GATS 

agreement was developed to liberate the service trade and abolish many of 

the barriers that were present. Further negotiations on GATS were launched 

in 2000 to promote further progressive liberalisations in service trade.4  

 

The EU is the world’s largest exporter of services. In 1996, its external 

export in services amounted to 26 percent of the world total. Regarding these 

figures, it comes as no surprise that the EU takes strong initiatives to abolish 
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trade barriers in the service sector.5 Since 1995, Sweden’s bilateral trade 

relations are regulated within the framework of the European Union. The 

liberalization that is done through the EU bilateral trade agreements sets up 

the rules under which the Swedish service companies perform their cross-

border trade.6 The bilateral trade agreements have thus paved the way for 

new opportunities for Swedish service companies in expansion.7 As a matter 

of fact, when it comes to the Swedish exports, it is above all the trade in 

services that will show the greatest rise in the near future.8 

 

The EU has recently signed trade agreements with two Latin-American 

countries; namely Mexico and Chile. In 2000, the EU signed a free trade 

agreement with Mexico, containing liberalizations of the domestic Mexican 

market in both goods and services. This was the first agreement EU signed 

with a third countryi that included all supervisions of GATS.9 The EU-

Mexico agreement on services, public procurement and service investments 

guarantees substantially the same market access as given to NAFTAii 

members. In July 2001, service companies accounted for the largest part of 

EU foreign direct investments in Mexico.10  

 

The second Latin-American country to sign a free trade agreement with the 

EU was Chile, and this entered into force in January 2003. The service part 

of the agreement goes well beyond the commitments of GATS, thus making 

way for extensive service liberalizations.11 Knowledge-intensive services, 

construction, environmental, maritime transports, financial services and 

                                          
i An agreement with a country outside the EU (in this case excluding the EU candidate countries) 
ii NAFTA: North American Free Trade Agreement. Includes the USA, Canada and Mexico 
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telecommunication are, among others, covered in this agreement.12 The 

Chilean service sector represents 56 percent of its GDP13, which greatly 

opens the Chilean market for foreign investments.  

 

In conclusion, the EU-signed agreements with both Mexico and Chile will 

open up new business opportunities for the export in services. The service 

part in the agreements not only follows the guidelines that are given by 

GATS, but also aim to break more barriers. The Chilean agreement offers a 

far-reaching liberalization of the service market, while the Mexican 

counterpart has strong ambitions of continuous liberalizations.14  

 

1.2 PROBLEM DISCUSSION 

The global trade in services is increasing, much due to GATS. The EU has, 

through its free trade agreements with third countries, also worked for 

increased trade in services. The trade in international services has increased 

in both the EU and Sweden thanks to the agreements.15 These free trade 

agreements, which concern international services, follow the rules that were 

set up in the GATS. The free trade agreements work to favour international 

trade and there has been an increment of signed agreements the last decade.  

 

The bilateral trade agreements with Chile and Mexico can stand as examples 

to future agreements that the EU will enter. The agreements offer far-

reaching liberalizations on previously closed markets. With these 

agreements the EU wants to lead the way towards worldwide market 

liberalizations within the framework of the WTO. 
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However, there is a lack of information concerning the business 

opportunities that may come about due to EU’s bilateral agreements with 

Mexico and Chile. We believe that with the new agreements Swedish 

service companies will have more incentives to establish themselves in these 

markets. 

 

Nevertheless, the scope of a bilateral agreement may seem complex to a 

local Swedish company. The paper work comes up to several hundred pages, 

thus making it hard to interpret accurately and thereafter evaluate the new 

business opportunities. Hence, we believe that this thesis might open the 

door to greater knowledge about the new market rules and what approaches 

that will serve Sweden’s service sectors the most. 

 

As a result of the bilateral agreements, we see that it is important to pinpoint 

how cross-border service trade acts. It is vital that a firm - having decided to 

enter into a foreign market - finds a way that will make its services 

accessible in the chosen market. The company will need to set up a local 

facility in the foreign market to be able to offer it services locally.16  

 

There are differences and little agreement in the classification of services 

and its internationalisation process, which according to Clark and 

Rajaratnam17 is because “theory lags practice by considerable degree”. 

Therefore, we aim to analyse some the theories that we believe are relevant 

and can offer an understanding of the internationalisation process affected 

by free trade agreements.  
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The questions that we want to answer are:  

 

•  Describe how the free trade agreements that the EU enters with 

Mexico and Chile can affect the internationalisation process of the 

service industry? 

 

•  How and through which channels can the EU’s trade agreements in 

services provide opportunities for the internationalisation of Swedish 

service companies? 

 

1.3 PURPOSE 

The purpose of this thesis is to examine which mode of establishment will 

provide service companies with the best competitive advantages when 

entering the Mexican or Chilean market. 

 

1.4 LIMITATIONS 

We realise that it is quite impossible to cover all the aspects that are needed 

to explore the problem to its full extent in this thesis. Therefore, we have 

decided to include some limitations in order to be more focused. These 

limitations are written below.  

 

•  We aim to describe the internationalisation process of services and will 

not study the same process for manufacturing goods unless it is relevant 

to a theory.  
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•  This phenomenon will be studied with the help of the agreements made 

with Mexico and Chile. 

•  We will not study why a firm internationalises – the firm has already 

chosen to enter these two markets and our thesis is supposed to help them 

finding establishment modes suitable for their business. 

•  No cultural aspects will be taken into account, meaning that we will not 

analyse around the fact that Latin American culture differs from the 

European one. Such a discussion would make us move away from our 

thesis focus, which we intend to keep as clear and simple as possible. 

•  We will focus our thesis around the perspective of a Swedish firm or 

sector, thus disregarding the opposite, i.e. a Chilean firm’s interest in our 

market and liberalizations granted from the EU.  

 

1.5 DISPOSITION OF THE THESIS 

The thesis has started with this introduction to the chosen subject and a 

presentation of the scope of the thesis. This very first chapter is followed by 

the methodology section, which explains the scientific methods used to 

accomplish the thesis and the truthfulness of the paper.  

 

In the third chapter we will describe our frame of reference along with 

comments as to how the theory in question will be useful to our study. Our 

empirical data on the scope of GATS and the EU agreements with Chile and 

Mexico is described in the fourth chapter. 

 

The analysis will first deal with GATS and the internationalisation of 

services. This will be followed by a discussion around the similarities and 
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differences between the agreements from an internationalisation process 

perspective. Towards the end the chapter will focus on the conditions of 

establishment for our chosen service trade sectors. 

 

The chapter with the conclusion will be a short and concise summary of the 

analysis made, which will answer our research questions and also contain 

some suggestions.  

 

This disposition is illustrated in figure 1.1 on the next page. 
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Figure 1.1: Disposition of the thesis 
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1 World Trade Organization (2002): Why is the liberalization of services important? 
2 Clark and Rajaratnam, 1999, p. 298 
3 World Trade Organization (2002): Why is the liberalization of services important? 
4 Clark and Rajaratnam, 1999, p. 298 
5 European Commission (1999): Tjänstehandelns betydelse in Europeiska Unionen 
och världshandeln, pp. 10-11 
6 Kommerskollegium (2000): Frihandelsavtal EU-Mexico: WTO-förenlighet och 
svenska intressen, p. 2 
7 Exportrådet (2002): Globala Relationer – Exportrådets årsredovisning 2001, p. 7 
8 Dinkelspiel, 2002, p. 5 
9 Kommerskollegium (2000): Frihandelsavtal EU-Mexico: WTO-förenlighet och 
svenska intressen, p. 6 
10 European Commission (2002): Bilateral Trade Relations – Mexico 
11 European Commission (2002): Bilateral Trade Relations – Chile 
12 Rydmark, 2002, p. 41 
13 European Commission (2002): Bilateral Trade Relations – Chile 
14 Kommerskollegium (2000): Frihandelsavtal EU-Mexico: WTO-förenlighet och 
svenska intressen, p. 12 
15 Rydmark, 2002, pp. 41-46 
16 Grönroos, 1999, pp. 291-292  
17 Clark and Rajaratnam, 1999, p. 298 
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2 METHOD 

This part aims at explaining the scientific methods that have served as 

guidelines for the accomplishment of this paper. We will also provide you 

with a discussion surrounding the collection of data and its viability. The 

final part of this chapter will focus on the truthfulness of the results.  

 

2.1 OUR CONCEPTUAL FRAMEWORK 

A conceptual framework is a pre-condition that we use in order to 

understand phenomenon in our world. It consists of elements, such as 

language and notion, belief system and individual and personal experiences. 

The conceptual framework is a vital element that without which our study 

would have no direction or focus.18  

 

Beliefs are created from all those things that people perceive as true in the 

world, which in turn decides what we take for granted or what we instead 

find as complex. Our beliefs are essential control mechanisms as to what we 

can accept as evidence - for or against – a certain standpoint.  

 

In this context, it is said that scientific theories and hypotheses can be seen 

as, more or less, motivated beliefs.19 Thus, a scientific problem can rupture 

the beliefs that scientists have about a certain occurrence or phenomenon. 

Our particular conceptual framework has affected all parts of our study. Our 

previous experiences and common interests lead us to focus our interest on 

this specific area, and from thereon formulate a purpose and contemplate our 

research methods. Even though we have never met before this thesis, our 
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time in this academic environment has made our individual languages and 

notions become more convergent and in-tune with one another than previous 

to our university studies. This fact has also helped us through our process at 

times when we were separated, but still found common grounds to work on 

and approach our specific parts of this paper. We do underline, however, that 

we have tried to adopt an attitude of self-reflection during the whole 

research process. 

 

2.2 POSITIVISM AND HERMENEUTICS 

In this in-depth description of our research methods, we will look further 

into positivism and hermeneutics. A positivist’s view of science embraces a 

stronger focus on quantitative knowledge and objectivity upon verification 

of the scientific findings. For this reason, the positivistic science approach is 

most suited for studies related to the science of nature.20  

 

Within time, however, an alternative scientific approach emerged in order to 

suit the studies of social science, namely hermeneutics. The qualitative 

method has been influenced by the hermeneutic approach. The advocates of 

the qualitative method do not see any possibilities to measure or in an 

interesting way quantify all phenomena in the study of social science.  

 

Hermeneutics allows degrees of subjective interpretation to come into the 

scientific research. That standpoint has been guiding us through our process, 

as we have based our research on qualitative methods. The data collected has 

been analysed and interpreted based on our conceptual frameworks, and we 

do understand that another person with the same data could very well reach 
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Pre-understanding

New understanding

New understanding 

Interpretation 

Dialog 

Interpretation

Dialog

other conclusions. Hence, the scientist’s subjective opinion of his area is 

discussed and accepted as a natural part of the research process.21  

 

Therefore, it is inevitable that we try to separate our values, work methods 

and views of the world, from the scientific knowledge we reach in this 

paper. The goal of our research is to interpret facts and understanding its 

content, as well as allowing our reader to gain deeper knowledge and 

understanding about our thesis subject. The figure 2.1 shows the 

hermeneutic spiral that represents how our understanding changes over time 

and how new understanding is always based on previous knowledge.  

 

Figure 2.1: Hermeneutic spiral 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Source: Adapted from Eriksson and Wiedersheim-Paul, 1997, p.231. 

 

In our case, our pre-understanding has paved the way for our thesis choice as 

we sat down and began to make plans. Both of us have vast experiences 

from Latin America and have therefore been following trade and political 
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issues linking Sweden with Mexico and Chile during a long time-period. 

Along with the hermeneutic circle, we had thus the base needed in order to 

understand and interpret the facts and data we collected on the subject.  

 

The reader that has our paper in his hand should be able to understand its 

scope due to his or hers previous knowledge from the business world or a 

business education. Even though our focus is on the bilateral agreement of 

the EU with Mexico and Chile, we do encourage the reader to appreciate 

that our findings can, to a certain extent, be applied to the future service 

market. However, due to our hermeneutic approach, we have no ambitions 

of generalising our results, but merely encourage our reader to be interested 

in similar bilateral accords between the EU and other newly liberalised 

service markets.  

 

The up-and-coming opportunities for internationalisation in services are also 

therefore illustrated in this paper, thus trying to expand its utility beyond its 

purpose. In order to further develop the qualitative framework of this thesis, 

we will move on to studying the research process of this thesis.  

 

2.3 SCIENCE AND KNOWLEDGE 

We do not need to think very hard to realise that we encounter the results of 

scientific research in our every day life. We might read articles based on 

scientific research, or maybe use cosmetic products derived from scientific 

findings. But the question is: how can we define scientific research? 
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For a paper to be perceived as a scientific research, its methods of data 

collection have to have been carried out according to certain scientific 

methods. In other words, the methods used for the data collection have to 

have the purpose of developing, verifying or falsifying existing theories.22 

 

The approach we have chosen is that our scientific research should provide 

us with new empirical knowledge, derived from our hermeneutic 

interpretation of the results.23 As we approached our thesis subject, we came 

to realise that there was a lack of theories surrounding the 

internationalisation process of service companies, and that there was even 

less research done on entry modes specific to the service sectors. This is 

something that has motivated us to study the existing theories to see how 

well they correspond in the bilateral agreements that EU has enters with both 

Mexico and Chile.  

 

Before moving onto the data collection, we should first look closer into the 

meaning of research. According to scholars, conducting research is to 

collect, produce and provide knowledge about our world.24 The scientific 

knowledge, which is the focus of this paper, can be divided into shift-of- 

paradigm or everyday-research. Paradigm shift is to change an existing 

determined conception of a phenomenon.25 That assumption is also one of 

the pillars of our thesis, i.e. to attempt to change the existing conception of 

the mode of establishment of Swedish service companies acting on newly 

liberalized markets. However, first we will examine the validity of existing 

theories on choice of entry mode and apply these to the new trade 

requisitions in Mexico and Chile. This discussion leads us into studying the 

research process itself. 
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2.4 RESEARCH PROCESS 

Now we can move onto studying the practical research work. We have 

already described our conceptual framework, established our understanding 

of the concepts knowledge and science, along with our work method 

grounded on the hermeneutic philosophy.  

 

The research work surrounding a thesis can adopt a deductive or inductive 

approach. A deductive approach means that you seek to explain and predict 

incidents and phenomenon, while later on “placing” them into the 

framework of existing theories. The inductivist, on the other hand, seeks to 

adjust and select theories by studying the already collected empirical 

material. Figure 2.2 shows the way that empirical findings and theory are 

related to each other, out of both an inductive and deductive view.  

 

Figure 2.2: Difference between the inductive and deductive process 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
Source: Eriksson and Wiedersheim-Paul, 1997, p.229.  

 

In our research we have chosen a middle-way and a mixture of both aspects. 

The first step in our research process was to look at a subject that would be 

Theory 

Empirical 
regularities 

Empirical 
findings 

Induction Deduction 
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of interest - and of relevancy to others - around which there were not too 

many studies previously made. We both come to understand that the 

internationalisation of Swedish service companies is becoming more and 

more influential in the Swedish export statistics. At the same time, extensive 

market liberalizations are occurring along with the bilateral trade agreements 

that the EU enters with third countries.  

 

After establishing a relevant thesis topic, we then embarked upon the 

empirical data collection. Prior to this, we both agreed that the hermeneutic 

approach was the one to best serve the purpose of this paper. The empirical 

material used in this paper comes from a broad variety of sources, which 

will be further discussed in this chapter. After continuous reading, we agreed 

upon a focal point of study. Hence, the problem to be solved was going to be 

about the establishment modes of service companies entering the recently 

liberalised Mexican and Chilean markets.  

 

Next step in our research process was to look closer into theories and make 

an appropriate “selection” for our thesis. This was a fundamental step that 

needed time and consideration; after all, our theories are to be used in our 

analysis as tools towards reaching a conclusion that will serve the purpose of 

our thesis. The theories we chose for our thesis all surround the subject of 

internationalisation of service firms. Some theories also have strong 

relations to the effect of trade liberalizations. We believe that a sound 

mixture of these two theory aspects would, in the best way, answer the 

purpose of our thesis, as well as allowing us to contemplate their meaning. 
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We can see that our first steps in the research process were clearly deductive 

and controlled by our subject and hitherto collected empirical data. 

However, along the way we understood that the empirical material gathered 

was far too extensive, and hence it now had to be focused according to the 

theories previously chosen. This was a conscious choice, and the empirical 

material now had to fit the theoretical framework previously created. This 

inductive procedure was needed in order to have the frame of reference and 

the data serving each other.  

 

Figure 2.3: Our research process 

Source: Own design 

 

In this thesis, the theories will first be presented, which will be followed by 

the empirical findings. Towards the end the analysis will connect these two 

chapters in order to solve the two research questions. In figure 2.3, we have 
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illustrated our research process from start to the end. We cannot say we 

strictly follow either one of the two approaches; rather we have switched 

back and forth between the inductive and the deductive approaches. 

 

However, in our case this deductive structuring was only a prelude to a more 

open-ended process of inductive reasoning. Our overall cycle of deduction 

and induction include as follows: The core question of study – preliminary 

data collection – early pattern recognition – early writing – elaborated 

questions – focusing theories – focusing data to “fit” theories – comparative 

analysis – a more refined study vocabulary and research questions. It is in 

this constantly iterating cycle of deduction and induction that the real 

creative process of the research takes place.26 

 

2.5 THEORY DEVELOPMENT 

Upon writing the thesis, we have come to realize that our theory choice 

process was developed in three stages: theory discovery, theory refinement 

and theory refutation. 27 Out of these stages, the least documented phase in 

academic literature is that of theory refinement.28 Stuck in the middle of 

theory discovery and theory refutation, theory refinement assesses the 

theoretical concepts and progressively allows these to unfold through an 

interaction with the empirical findings. As depicted above, our initial 

research agenda was elaborated and re-defined from first modifying the 

theoretical framework according to the empirical data, and then performing 

the opposite.  
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Our process of theory refinement had the purpose of determining the 

theory’s viability in relation to our data. Therefore we kept throughout our 

research an open mind towards the possible supplement and replacement of 

the initial theoretical framework. Our subject field is rather young, given that 

before the 1980’s not many theories existed that emphasized the 

internationalisation of service companies. Most theories revolved around the 

internationalisation of manufacturing businesses, whose elements could not 

be completely transferred to the conditions of the service sector with proper 

justification.  

 

We have read several books and articles on the subject to try to build the 

necessary frame of reference to complete our purpose. We have considered 

that not all the theories have been relevant to our purpose, and have 

therefore gone through a process of selection. We came to use mostly 

articles in our frame of reference, seeing as many of these were updated 

versions of the theories we found in books. We hereafter chose the most 

recent articles, since many of them had references to the liberalization of 

trade barriers. Our aim has been to expand the existing theoretical and 

empirical knowledge within our field of research. 

 

2.6 DATA COLLECTION 

The collection of data for a thesis can be done in several different ways. The 

first classification of the data collection is whether the material collected 

comes from primary or secondary sources. We have only utilised secondary 

data, for which reasons we will explain on the following pages.  
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2.6.1 SECONDARY SOURCES 

Secondary sources are those that have been collected and distributed by 

other persons. When conducting this form of research you turn to books, 

articles, the Internet and results derived from previous researches. Our report 

is dominated by secondary empirical data collected over the Internet, from 

books, reports and also directly from governmental institutions related to 

trade political areas and the internationalisation of service firms. In more 

specific terms the data - numerous articles and documents - has been 

gathered from the EU press service, Swedish Trade Council, Swedish Board 

of Trade and the Ministry for Foreign Affairs.  

 

The reason for this strong concentration on secondary sources is that most 

people we contacted claimed to have nothing to add and referred to the 

thorough reports written by themselves or others. The empirical data we 

have been going through is extensive and the process was time-consuming 

indeed. If we look from a critical standpoint, we have found that some of 

this data can be rather static, i.e. only presenting pure facts, while some on 

the other hand can have a rather pro-EU touch to them.  

 

Throughout this work we have tried to adopt an EU-neutral standpoint and 

have thus disregarded data - that we have felt to be - all too positive 

propaganda for the European Union. This as most of the internal processed 

data is not subject to objectivity measures before it is published. 

Nevertheless, most articles present information that have helped us to work 

towards the purpose of this paper. The official documentation from the EU 

has, nevertheless, been under scrutiny from our side. However, in 

accordance with our hermeneutic approach to this paper, we have interpreted 
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this data based on our mind-sets and previously presented conceptual 

frameworks. This discussion leads us onto presenting the truthfulness of our 

thesis. 

 

2.7 THE TRILATERAL TRUTH CONCEPT 

In the hermeneutic approach to science, we find that the truthfulness of the 

thesis is not a static matter, but in our view something that is related to the 

reader’s discovery of deeper knowledge. Nevertheless, we do strive towards 

an essay that is as “truthful” as possible. In order to explain the truthfulness 

of a qualitative study, there are three concepts to work from. These are 

“correspondence with reality” (representative), “practical usefulness” 

(application) and “meaningfulness” (signification). The trilateral concept 

acknowledges the existence of other perspectives than our own, and of 

different ways of perceiving a problem and how to solve it.29 

 

The two first strategies are more directed towards quantitative studies, while 

the third concept is more suited for our hermeneutic research.30 An extreme 

positivist would not emphasise understanding as a part of the paper quality. 

These three concepts also makes us understand that a qualitative and 

hermeneutic study should not be examined and expected to provide 

generalising results as is the case with positivistic studies.31 In our thesis we 

have chosen our theories in order to strive towards a balance between these 

three aspects, however with more of a focus on “meaningfulness”.  
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Figure 2.4: The trilateral truth concept 

 

 

 

 

 

 
Source: Alvesson and Sköldberg, 1994, p.36. 

 

Within the triangle, figure 2.4, we find that different theories have adopted 

different and specific combinations of the truth concepts. All sides are 

integrated features in a research process, connected through loose coupling. 

The correspondence of the theory with the empirical findings is expected to 

be very tight in the positivistic case. The trilateral concept is an indication on 

the truthfulness of our thesis.  

 

2.8 REFLECTIONS ON OUR METHODOLOGY  

We believe that our choice of research procedure has had a great impact on 

the outcome and credibility of our work. All methods have advantages, as 

well as disadvantages, and they all affect the quality and the outcome of the 

study. We have attempted to describe our line of reasoning as thoroughly as 

possible. To the outmost, we have sought to involve the reader and to let him 

or her understand how, and why, we have chosen certain paths over others. 

That way the reader should be equipped with a strong understanding of the 

problem area presented in this paper, and thus the reader should have 

knowledge enough to forms his or her own opinions about our conclusions.  

Correspondence 

Usefulness 

Meaningfulness 
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2.9 SUMMARY 

We tackled the research questions using the two replicated cases of Mexico 

and Chile. Specifically, we examined service liberalisations for Swedish 

companies after an EU agreement. Our research journey, which covers a 

long period of time, was partly planned and partly opportunistic. Our 

approach was partly inductive and deductive, thus allowing us to gain 

creative insight from the data, without necessarily denying or reinventing 

concepts that could have been useful. We believe, that by switching between 

deductive and inductive logic, you have the ability to foster the development 

of a richer theoretical framework over time. Despite a hermeneutic approach 

having been adopted, we still have accomplished the prerequisites for an 

academic report. On the following page, figure 2.5, you will find the 

demands for an academic report and the issues that we have dealt with in 

this methodology chapter.  
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Figure 2.5: Academic report 

Prerequisites for academic report Present in our research process and 
discussed in this chapter  

The essay should be based on existing 
academic knowledge within the area of study 

√: We have based our thesis on 
theories surrounding the foreign 
establishment process of a service  
company 

  

The essay should contribute with knowledge 
related to the previous knowledge within the 
area.  

√: We have aimed at presenting the 
prospective investor with knowledge 
on how to enter a market being newly 
liberalized due to an EU agreement  
 

The paper should deal with questions of 
certain common and theoretical interest 

√: Entry modes that give the Swedish 
service company the best competitive 
advantage when entering a newly 
liberalized market 
 

The paper itself constitutes an internal and 
wholly logical functioning 

√: Our research process have included 
both deductive and inductive 
procedure elements  

 

The new knowledge that the essay will create 
will have to have come from commonly 
accepted scientific methods. 

√: Our data collection have been 
carried out according to scientific 
standards   

 

The reader should be given the opportunity to 
take his or her own standpoint in regard to the 
study and the results derived.32 

√: We have adopted an hermeneutic 
approach throughout our work, thus 
allowing the reader to form his/her 
own opinion from our conclusion  

   Source: Adapted from Paulsson, 1999, p.19. 
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3 FRAME OF REFERENCE 

In this chapter we will describe the theoretical frame that will be used later 

in the analysis. We begin by explaining some of the barriers that the 

agreements want to lower or abolish, continuing by describing different 

international services. This will be followed by factors that affect the entry 

mode decision in an international market strategy. Concluding with entry 

modes for services and a summary of the frame of reference. 

 

3.1 MANAGING INTERNATIONAL SERVICES 

It is important for us to understand the different barriers that exist and affect 

Mexico and Chile, in order to be able to understand how the two EU 

agreements work in abolishing and lowering barriers. We start by giving a 

short description of the barriers that service firms might find and different 

alternatives that can be used; theses alternatives will be explained more 

thoroughly in other sections of this chapter. 

 

According to Dahringer33, the tariff and non-tariff barriers that face the 

service firms are closely linked to the cultural relationships between a 

society and the services that are offered there. Many of the non-tariff barriers 

are, for instance, buy-national policies, prohibited employment of foreigners, 

distance or restrictions on service buyers. The lowering of tariffs or non-

tariffs barriers is usually negotiated through bilateral or multilateral country 

agreements.  
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Tariff barriers are quite transparent and uncomplicated, while import taxes 

on services or contracts often result in higher prices for the customers. Non-

tariff barriers are more difficult to find and more problematic as their impact 

on the firms are harder to analyse. Figure 3.1 shows some non-tariff barriers 

and the impact they can have on the service firms. In the table we see that 

different country agreement will favour trade between countries, while 

different country policies will do the reverse. 34 

 

Figure 3.1: Non-tariff barriers to international marketing services 

Type Impact 

Buy national policies Discriminates against foreign suppliers 

Prohibit employment of 
foreigners May prevent suppliers from going to foreign buyers 

Distance The costs of bringing supplier to buyer, buyer to 
supplier or both moving to a third location 

Direct government 
competition Must market services to government or has to compete

Restrictions on service 
buyers or sellers Limits the restricted industry to foreign enterprises 

Source: Adapted from Dahringer, 1991, p.10. 

 

3.2 DEFINING SERVICES 

Service products are intangible by nature, making service companies more 

focused on the individual than what is the case with traditional product 

companies35. Unlike tangible products, services can typically be considered 

to be performances or experiences.36 Services have some unique 
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characteristics that separate them from goods; these are intangibility, 

inseparability, perishability and heterogeneity. However, different services 

have these characteristics to certain degrees; they vary depending on the 

nature of the service. The characteristics can create different problems and 

have different impacts when marketing a service, and in its 

internationalisation, some of these problems/impacts are shown in figure 

3.2.37  

 

Figure 3.2: Service characteristics and resulting impacts 

Service characteristics Problems/Impacts 

Services cannot be stored 

Services cannot be protected through patents 

Services cannot be readily displayed or communicated 

Intangibility 

Prices are difficult to set 

The consumer is involved in the production Inseparability 

Centralised mass production of services difficult 

Perishability Services cannot be stored 

Heterogeneity Standardization and quality control difficult to achieve 

Source: Adapted from Dahringer, 1991, p.7. 

 

According to Erramilli38, it is the inseparability of services that is one of the 

factors that distinguishes the entry modes in services from goods.39 The 

typical service product is generally made in the “moment of truth”, when the 

consumer and the producer meet and interact. Another aspect of services is 

that they are often locally confined since the customer has to be present to 

receive the service. Typical service companies are banks, insurance 

companies, logistics companies, retail and airlines.40  
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The different services can be divided in different categories, depending on 

the degree of tangibility, and on how connected the production and 

consumption is. One grouping divides services between hard and soft 

services. When the production and consumption of the service can be fully 

separated, the service is seen as hard. The services are embodied in some 

tangible form, such as computer software, architectural designs, and some 

types of banking. These services can be produced in one country and then 

exported as regular products. Soft services are those services where the 

producer and consumer have to be together to enable the simultaneous 

production and consumption of the service. Due to this, soft services cannot 

be exported and have to use other entry modes to get to another market. Soft 

services can be advertising, health care and fast food.41  

 

3.3 INTERNATIONAL SERVICES 

International services differ from domestic services in two aspects. The first 

is that an international service involves something crossing national 

boundaries, and secondly it involves some type of contact with a foreign 

culture. Although this is also true when it comes to export of goods, when a 

service crosses a border it is more problematic and complex since services 

are so dependent on people, making them very culture-sensitive.42 Clark and 

Rajaratnam43 define international services as “deeds, performances, and 

efforts, conducted across national boundaries in critical contact with foreign 

cultures”. 

 

The internationalisation of service firms is considered to be more risky than 

for manufacturers of goods, since the service is more closely linked to the 
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firm. This is due to the fact that the producer and the production facilities are 

a big part of the service, which demands greater control of the resources and 

the output of the firm. While manufactures can start their export in a small 

scale and learn the market little by little, once a service firm decides to enter 

a foreign market it pretty much has to understand the market immediately.44  

 

Clark and Rajaratnam45 have made a meta-classification of the transaction 

that crosses international boundaries, which has resulted in four types of 

services that will help as starting points to four related theories. These 

classifications are: 

 

1. International contact-based services are accomplished when the 

producer, or the consumer, is present in the foreign market so that he 

or she can take direct contact with the service counterpart and a 

service can be produced. 

2. International vehicle-based services are created locally with the help 

of some kind of instrumental support, which enables the service 

producer to offer its service without being present in the foreign 

market. 

3. International asset-based services are services that are based on 

material assets that are owned or controlled from the home country, 

which strongly reflect the home-country’s service ideas.  

4. International object-based services are support or delivery services 

that are linked or embedded in certain products, which have to be 

performed outside the home country. 
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We will now explain more thoroughly the international service classification 

that we consider to be more relevant in the Sweden market. 

 

3.3.1 THE INTERNATIONAL CONTACT-BASED SERVICES 

This category has all the classic characteristics that were mentioned earlier, 

those are intangibility, heterogeneity, perishability and inseparability. This 

category is also the one where the influence of culture is more evident since 

people must interact and communicate directly.46 

 

The intangibility aspect is the one that is the most problematic given that it is 

people that have to carry the service with them when they cross a border. 

This makes it really hard to control or account the entrance and production 

of this kind of service. Mobility barriers, such as visas or other documents, 

hinder people from entering other countries. The higher the requirements for 

documents, visas or other, the more difficult it will be for a contact-based 

service to be imported/exported to another country.47 

 

The international contact-based service has to be flexible by nature since the 

service itself cannot be stored. This means that the firm has to be able to 

synchronise the supply to fit with the consumer demand. While in the 

domestic market the service supply can be met by having flexible working 

hours, it is hard to accomplish this on an international level due to, among 

other things, mobility barriers, travelling, different time zones, etc. The 

supply-demand gap that arises can be reduced through liberalisation of the 

service trade but some problems will always be hard to eliminate.48 
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3.3.2 INTERNATIONAL VEHICLE-BASED SERVICES 

This service category is the fastest growing sector within international 

services, with important products like television and radio transmissions, and 

computer and telephone-based transactions. These vehicle-based services are 

said to be “location joining”, since the service producer does not need to 

cross national boundaries in order to create the effect of being present in the 

foreign market. The barriers that face these kinds of services are on 

governmental policy level, such as different kinds of licensing and signal 

interception.49  

 

The two biggest differences between international contact-based services 

and international vehicle-based services, are that mobility barriers are 

irrelevant in the former case since there is no need for the consumer or 

producer to cross any borders. The second is that the logistic problems are 

reduced to the domestic conditions in each country.50 

 

3.3.3 INTERNATIONAL ASSET-BASED SERVICES 

These services are the investments that are made by a company in another 

country in order for it to have influence over a certain business. This means 

that some physical asset in the host-country is substantially owned or 

controlled from the home-country. The investment will affect the foreign 

firm’s structure, mode of operation, environment and product offering, to 

name a few areas. The government in the host-country outlines the 

restrictions on foreign investment that these kinds of services come across. 

The restrictions may be on the flow of the foreign direct investment or on 

foreign ownership. 
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International asset-based services are different from contact-based in various 

ways, out of which there are two with more importance than others. The first 

is that this kind of service solves the distance and border-crossing problem 

by setting up subsidiaries in the host-country. Secondly, the foreign 

subsidiaries will recruit personnel in the host country, which solves the 

mobility barriers that contact-based services encounter. It is important to be 

aware that some of the service personnel will be recruited from the home-

office, meaning that some mobility barriers will still have to be crossed. 

 

3.4 INTERNATIONAL MARKET STRATEGY 

Most companies make a conscious decision to find a foreign market when 

their home market has stagnated, other markets are growing faster or when 

some important customer goes abroad. The company will need an entry 

strategy to best benefit its activities, with the base in its own resources. The 

entry strategy will need to have, among other things, a set of objectives, 

goals, policies and a limited time horizon, to guide the company through the 

internationalisation process.51 

 

The first element in an international market strategy is choosing the target 

product or market; the second is setting objectives and goals. The third is the 

element that is of most importance to our thesis, which is choosing entry 

mode. The fourth is the designing of the market plan or entry, concluding 

with a control system. The elements of the international market strategy are 

shown in figure 3.3 on the following page. Although all the stages in the 

entry strategy are important we have decided to only concentrate on the third 

step since it is where the agreements will come to affect the companies.52  
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Control 
system 

Choosing the target 
product/market 

Setting objectives 
and goals 

Choosing the entry 
mode 

Designing the 
market plan/entry

Target 
market 

Entry operations

Figure 3.3: The elements of an international market strategy 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
Source: Root, 1998, p.4. 

 

How the first two steps in the entry strategy will be formed and used 

depends on the company’s inner strength and competitive advantages. It is 

important that the manager has the ability to pick the right product and 

market that fit the company’s competitive advantages, and that the 

objectives and goals set are consistent with the company’s overall strategy.53 

We will focus on the entry modes, given that it is in this stage where the 

company will choose entry mode depending on which foreign market it has 

chosen.  
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Optimal 
foreign market entry 

mode choice 

Profit 
maximisation

Internal Risk-return 
(cost-control) 

tradeoffs 

External 

3.4.1 FACTORS IN THE ENTRY MODE DECISION 

The entry modes that a firm chooses are expected to link the firm’s products 

to the foreign market. So the decision on which entry mode to use is not only 

based on the characteristics of the firm, and its products and services, but 

also on the characteristics of the foreign market.54 Root developed a model 

that explained how the different factors affected each other; Kwon and 

Konopa55 later simplified the model, which can be seen in figure 3.4.  

 

Figure 3.4: Factors influencing the entry mode choice 

Source: Kwon and Konopa, 1993, p.61. 

 

The entry mode that the company will choose is a combination of factors 

and forces that influence the company. This is a complex procedure since the 

company will have to choose between different alternatives with various 

trade-offs. The factors that affect the company are external and internal. The 

external factors are factors that can seldom be affected by any decision made 
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by the management and should be used as parameters. The company’s 

reaction to the external factors when it chooses an entry mode will depend 

on the company’s internal factors.56  

 

According to Root57, the internal factors are divided into the product factors 

and the resource/commitment factors. Since these factors are within the 

company, the company is able to change them in order to be better prepared 

for the internationalisation. The internal factors are often governed by 

regulations in the company’s home country, although some aspects can be 

influenced by the EU agreements.  

 

Root58 mentions three external factors that affect the entry mode choice. The 

first external factor is the target country market, which is based on the 

information on the competitive structure, its marketing infrastructure, and 

the size of the target/foreign market. The second external factor, target 

country production cost factors, deals with the quality, quantity and cost of 

the different production agents of the target market.  

 

The third, the target country environmental factors, have a decisive 

influence on the choice of entry mode. These factors are the political, 

economic, and socio-cultural character of the target country, which also 

affect the market factor and the production costs in the country. The most 

influential factor in this category is the power that governmental actions 

policies and regulations have over the companies that want to enter the 

country. Restrictive import policies, such as quotas, high tariffs, will 

probably discourage an export entry mode in favour of another entry mode. 

This means that a free trade agreement that will lower tariffs or expand the 
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quotas, will increase a company’s alternative in the choice of entry mode. 

The geographical distance is another important environmental aspect. 

Transportation costs increase the greater distance between the countries; 

therefore an entry mode that will reduce transportation cost will be more 

beneficial in this case. Also the dynamics of the target country’s economy is 

an important factor to the exporting company, which can be the rate of 

investment, the GNP growth rate, and other important economical figures. 

Furthermore, the countries external economic relations are vital to look 

into.59 

 

Firms that enter foreign markets will experience different kinds of risks. The 

risk-return (cost-control) trade-offs effects help the firm compare the 

different entry modes. Some business environmental risk can be caused due 

to political upheavals or drastic changes in the exchange rate. The type of 

control attained by the firm can moderate the levels of risks that the firm 

experience.60 According to Kwon and Konopa61, there are two types of 

control that the firm can exercise. The first is the control that the firm’s 

management gets through the ownership of the business entity. This control 

lies in the ability and flexibility of the decision making that management has 

in the different areas, for instance in marketing, financing, and 

administration.62 This specific control can be compared with the ownership-

specific control of the eclectic.63 The second type of control is the one that 

the firm exercises through its competitiveness. Obtaining control can mean 

that the firm will have to invest more in the foreign market; there is a clear 

relation between control and costs. It is vital to understand that each entry 

mode will have its advantages and disadvantages in terms of risk, cost, 

control and return.64 
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The selection of entry mode is based on several factors. These factors are 

influence by the company and its environment. According to the eclectic 

paradigm this will also depend on the extent, form and pattern of 

international production, which relies on distinct advantages. 65 These 

advantages are based on the different kinds of control that the firm can 

achieve internally, which will be described in the eclectic paradigm. 

 

3.4.2 THE ECLECTIC PARADIGM 

John H. Dunning developed the eclectic paradigm in 1997. Its main purpose 

was to respond to several partial theories concerning the ownership and 

location of international establishments. The paradigm entails three theories 

about a company’s foreign direct investment and what specific advantages 

that will allow them to survive and prosper on the new market:66 
 

•  Ownership-specific advantages 

•  Location-specific advantages 

•  Internalisation advantages 

 

The eclectic paradigm wants to present a broader picture for the 

identification and assessment of factors that determine the foreign market 

establishment and possible future profits. According to the paradigm, the 

foreign company’s activities are dependent on its ability to gain ownership-

specific advantages. These owner-specific advantages can be granted 

through a free trade agreement, which liberalise restrictions on domestic 

ownership, quotas and other regulations that limit the control a foreign 

enterprise can have over its activities on the new market. 
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The owner-specific advantages are best exploited in a country that offers and 

allows the foreign company to have maximum control over its activities. It is 

the configuration of the ownership, location and internalisation advantages 

(and disadvantages) that will determine the level and structure of the 

international firm.67 Hence, the sector specific advantages that have come 

from a free-trade agreement will influence its establishment modes and pre-

conditions to compete on equal terms as the domestic counterparts. 

 

Ownership-specific advantages 

The ability to acquire owner-ship specific advantages will determine the 

extent to which firms can control their foreign establishment and what mode 

of establishment that will offer the optimal way of obtaining these 

advantages. It is preferred that these specific ownership-advantages ought to 

be more favourable vis-à-vis firms of other nationalities in the particular 

market it serves. This latter situation can be created through a bilateral trade 

agreement between two parties. 

 

A distinction is made between asset advantages and transaction cost 

minimising advantages. Asset advantages are derived from the access - 

granted from the country to the company - to certain income-generating 

assets, such as firm-specific technology, patents, management knowledge 

and manpower. 

 

The transaction cost-minimising advantages control the firm’s ability to 

capture transactional benefits from the governance of its inter-related assets 

located in different countries. For instance, a trade agreement between the 

EU and Japan, may very well pave the way to operations on the whole East 
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Asian market through Japan’s bilateral commitments. The transaction cost-

minimising advantages come to surface when a firm has the ability to co-

ordinate multiple and geographically dispersed activities. The advantages 

derived from entering a certain market are strong incentives to undertake 

new foreign direct investment projects. Moreover, the degree of nationality 

of the firm is also a determining factor for the ability to derive transaction 

cost-minimising advantages. Hence, along with previous strong engagement 

in foreign markets, it is assumed that a firm’s operational flexibility 

increases as thereby a firm increases its ability to take advantage of 

geographical differences in factor endowments and when it comes to 

reducing and diversifying risks.68 

 

The two different aspects of ownership-specific advantages, as described 

above, highlight the relevance of enterprise ownership in the 

internationalisation process. Thus, the degree to which ownership is 

permitted is an important factor for a foreign company under establishment. 

However, the motivation given to FDI has changed from the focus of 

exploiting existing ownership advantages in countries providing a firm with 

location-specific advantages, to look at the creation of new ownership-

specific advantages.69 This is based on the fact that new owner-specific 

advantages stand under the influence of the companies’ entry mode. A 

company acquiring a domestic or foreign company, by adding resources that 

may give additional ownership-specific advantages vis-à-vis competitors, 

can for instance, externally generate the advantages. Thus, the conditions of 

ownership granted to foreign companies entering a specific market, have a 

strong influential factor over its entry mode choice.70 
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Location-specific advantages 

Location-specific advantages refer to factors that favour a particular location 

in regard to the alternatives. Location-specific advantages are related to 

various characteristics in the economical, cultural, legal, political and/or 

institutional environments across locations. These affect the costs and/or 

revenues derived when acting in a particular location.71 The common 

denominator among location advantages is that they influence: 

 

I. The expected profitability of foreign activity in relation to export 

II. The expected profitability of foreign activity located in different 

countries 

 

Location-specific advantages may then favour a particular foreign country as 

a location for the foreign activities. Furthermore, a firm holding owner-

specific advantages may decide to put them to use in foreign locations when 

it finds that they can be utilised profitably in these locations.72 
 

There are a number of location-specific advantages that have may affect the 

propensity of firms to engage in foreign activities and the choice of location. 

The most common location-specific advantages include market size and 

growth, factor endowments, sources of supply and existence/removal of 

trade barriers.73 

 

This means that location advantages include factor endowments, as well as 

structural “market failures”, such as restrictions in trade. 74 The presence of 

“structural market failures” has implications for the transfer costs across 

borders, such as where there are tariff and non-tariff trade barriers.  
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Hence, this creates advantages for operating in a particular location, and 

disadvantages for operating in others. The choice of location may therefore 

be prompted by a reduction in transportation costs and trade barriers, e.g. 

where there is a formation of economic integration arrangements.75 

 

Despite the conceptual differences between location-specific and owner-ship 

specific advantages, the choice of locations is not independent of present 

ownership advantages, or of the ability to acquire or generate new owner-

specific advantages on the foreign market.76 There is a close bound between 

owner-specific and location-specific advantages. The investing firm could 

very well be motivated to undertake investment projects in order to advance 

its owner-ship advantages. Furthermore, new actors could be stimulated to 

undertake foreign activities in particular locations in order to generate new 

owner-ship specific advantages, derived from operating in that location. 

 

Internalisation advantages 

The internalisation advantages explain how a company can exploit its 

owner-specific advantages, focusing on how assets can be transferred from 

headquarters to subsidiaries. The advantages from internalisation come to 

surface when a company, for example, establishes subsidies in different 

countries.77 The internalisation advantages will be dealt with in our analysis, 

however not to the same extent as the other two eclectic advantages. Hence, 

we feel that the internalisation advantages do not have the same importance 

to our study as its previous counterparts. 
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The eclectic paradigm gives us different reasons to the internationalisation of 

firms; these are the ownership-specific advantages, the location-specific 

advantages and the internalisation advantages that the firm can acquire by 

going abroad. We will now continue with a presentation of different entry 

modes. 

 

3.4.3 ENTRY MODES 

Both Grönroos78 and Root79 have written about different entry modes. The 

entry modes that both authors present have been divided in similar groups. 

Although Grönroos has concentrated on entry modes more fitted for service 

firms, we have decided to present Roots entry modes as well since we 

consider them to be valuable for our study.  

 

According to Root, the entry modes can be seen out of two perspectives, 

from an economist’s perspective and from the management’s perspective. 

The perspective of the management or operations outlines several distinctive 

entry modes. These entry modes contribute different benefits and cost to the 

company, and they have to correspond to the company’s competitive 

advantages and products. The different entry modes that Root80 suggests are 

divided in three groups, which are export entry modes, contractual entry 

modes and investment entry modes.81  
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Below we have set up both Root82 and Grönroos83 entry modes that can be 

used for services, to be able to more easily compare them. 

 

Roots entry modes:84 Grönroos entry strategies:85 

•  Export entry mode 

•  Contractual entry modes 

 Licensing 

•  Investment entry modes 

 Sole venture: new establishment 

 Sole venture: acquisition 

 Joint venture: new establishment 

/acquisition 

 

As seen above, Grönroos86 has divided the internationalisation of services 

into five main entry modes, which can be divided into two main groups of 

strategies. The entry strategies are through direct or indirect entry, while the 

export strategies include the direct export entry mode and the system 

export.87 Neither Root’s export entry mode, nor Grönroos’ electronic 

marketing and system export strategy will be explained further as we do not 

consider them relevant to our study. 

 

The contractual entry modes are long-term contracts between a domestic 

company and a foreign company, with no capital transfer from the domestic 

company, involving transfers of technology or human skills. In a licensing 

agreement, the company allows another firm the usage of its industrial 

property - which can be patents, know-how or trademarks - and for this 

receives some kind of compensation.88 

•  Entry strategies 

 Indirect entry 

 Direct entry 

•  Export strategies 

 Direct export 

 System export 

•  Electronic marketing 
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The contractual entry mode is similar to Grönroos’89 indirect entry and direct 

export strategy, given that these strategies are for firms that want to reduce 

the capital risk that an establishment abroad signifies. The indirect entry is 

mostly done to achieve a participation in the foreign market, through either 

licensing or franchising. Direct export of a service is when a service travels 

to the foreign market to give or perform the service to the customer, for 

example a consultant that travels to the foreign firm.90  

 

Root91 claims that the investment entry mode category can be used to 

describe the ownership of foreign production factories or subsidiaries. This 

entry mode is quite similar to Grönroos’92 direct entry strategy, which also 

involves investing in foreign establishment. The magnitude of the 

investment can vary and with that the control of the foreign company, the 

firm has two alternatives, either through sole venture or joint venture. When 

the domestic company want to have full control over the foreign company it 

will have full ownership, called a sole venture, by either starting from 

scratch (new establishment) or buying up a foreign company (acquisition). It 

is the control aspect of the venture that is a motivating factor, since full 

control enables the firm to carry out its own strategy in the target country 

and gain all profits, facilitating the management from the parent firm.93 The 

desire to have some control over the international operations can be 

perceived from the perspective of achieving ownership-specific advantages, 

according to Dunning’s94 eclectic paradigm. 

 

Another investment entry mode is the joint venture, where the domestic 

company share the control and management with the foreign company. As 

with the sole venture, a joint venture can start as a new establishment or by 
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acquiring a part of the other company, but the control in the joint venture 

will always be less than over a sole venture, due to the partnership. One of 

the most important reasons to enter into a joint venture is the host country’s 

government policy and regulations. In some countries, law prohibits sole 

ventures by foreign firms, and the only way to enter the country is by joining 

forces with a local firm. This means that for most international firms, joint 

venture is the second best entry mode alternative. Root means that the best 

strategy to enter a foreign market is the sole venture entry mode.95 

 

Also system export has similarities with Root’s contractual entry mode, even 

though it has certain features that remind us of a joint venture. According to 

Grönroos96, system export is achieved when two firms try to complement 

each other by joining their export efforts. An example of this is the support 

that a service firm offers a manufacturing firm abroad. System export can be 

seen as the more traditional method of exporting a service, i.e. through the 

attachment of the service to tangible goods. 

 

3.5 RECOLLECTION OF THE FRAME OF REFERENCE  

Through out this chapter we have described a vast degree of theories, which 

can make it hard to see how we intend to interpret and use these theories. 

Here we aim to illustrate how we have connected the theories to each other. 

 

We believed it to be important to shortly try to explain the reasons for 

different trade agreements and why they are needed. For example, the scene 

of the international trade would be very difficult to work in as different tariff 

and non-tariffs trade barriers would make it more complicated to enter 
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foreign markets. The fact that the very nature of services; its intangibility, 

inseparability, perishability and heterogeneity, is hard to define, makes the 

trade of services no easier for the international service firms. The 

international services, whether it is contact-based or vehicle-based will have 

to deal with different obstacles due to its nature, thus making it hard to 

export. 

 

The service firm that decides to internationalise will have to develop an 

international market strategy, which fits the firm and its service product. The 

market strategy shows the process that is behind the internationalisation. 

This strategy has different stages or elements that are vital to ensure the 

success of the firm’s services abroad.  

 

It is in this stage that we begin to see that it is when the firm has to choose 

entry mode that the different trade agreements can come to affect the firm. 

The choosing of entry modes is not easy, in view of the fact that several 

internal, external and control aspects influence the decision. The control and 

location specific advantages that the firm can obtain through 

internationalisation are explained with the help of the eclectic paradigm. The 

trade agreements will be a part of the external factors that the firm has to 

consider when making the decision of entering a foreign market. The firm 

will try to choose the entry mode that is better suited for the firm and its 

services, but it will have to adjust to the governmental trade policies in the 

foreign market.  
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4 EMPIRICAL DATA 

This chapter gives the reader an introduction on GATS, followed by the 

scope of the Chilean and Mexican agreements with the EU. We will also 

present the characteristics of the two service markets, and then conclude 

with a comparison between the two agreements.  

 

4.1 GATS 

The General Agreement on Trade in Services (GATS) aims at facilitating 

trade in services through extensive liberalisations. GATS entered into force 

in 1995, and was inspired to great extent by the same objectives as its 

counterpart in trade in goods, the General Agreement on Tariffs and Trade 

(GATT).  

 

GATT was established in 1947, and in 1995 the World Trade Organisation 

(WTO) was created with the GATT and GATS agreements as its bases. The 

WTO today has 142 member countries around the world. The main 

objectives of GATS are (i) creating a predictable system of international 

trade rules, (ii) ensuring fair treatment of all participants (non-

discrimination) and (iii) stimulating economic cross-border activity.97  

 

Over 140 WTO member governments have signed the GATS agreement of 

global service market liberalisations. The GATS cover all internationally 

traded services, except for those that are provided to the public in the 

exercise of governmental authority, and also those in the air transport sector 

and services related directly to the exercise of traffic rights. Other sectors not 
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covered are immigration rules and customs services. Those services are 

closely regulated by governmental authorities in order to ensure quality and 

equal access to public services, as well as social and territorial cohesion.98 

 

The countries that are committed to GATS have made “national schedules” 

which list the individual country’s degree of access to the market sector in 

question, which will be granted to foreign operators. The schedule also 

presents the internal control foreign companies are subjected to on the 

domestic market. For instance, a country may allow foreign banks to enter 

their markets, but at the same time they may limit the number of banking 

licenses, and there may also be restrictions on the ownership structure.  

 

A very important feature of the GATS is the most-favoured-nation principle, 

which prohibits any form of discrimination between trading partners 

committed to the agreement. However, favourable exceptions are made for 

trade among participants in economic integration agreements in accordance 

with article V GATS.  

 

“Article V in GATS regulated the scope of the liberalisation of trade in 

services when two or several parties seek to form an economic integration 

through an agreement. The article proclaims that such an agreement on 

service liberalisation should have a significant and wide sector coverage, 

and within these sectors all trade discriminatory measures should gradually 

be abolish over a short period of time from the reinforcement of the 

agreement.”99 
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Article V in GATS regulates the scope of the liberalisation of trade in 

services when two or several parties seek to form an economic integration 

through an agreement. The article proclaims that such an agreement on 

service liberalisation should have a significant and wide sector coverage, and 

within these sectors all trade discriminatory measures should gradually be 

abolish over a short period of time from the reinforcement of the 

agreement.100 Hence, the Chile and Mexico agreements are operating under 

the article mentioned above.  

 

4.1.1 INTERNATIONALISING SERVICES 

The trade in goods only have to cross borders in order to internationalise the 

product. However, reflecting the need in many service sectors for direct 

physical interaction between supplier and consumer, the range of 

transactions in the internationalisation of services is particularly broad.  

 

GATS have set our four definitions for internationalising trade in services. 

These supply modes are dependent on the service itself, the origin of the 

service supplier and consumer, and the degree of territorial presence and 

selected establishment mode that they ought to have in order to 

internationally trade in services. These definitions can be seen below: 

 

Figure 4.1: GATS’ supply modes 

1. Cross-border supply: services supplied from one country to another. Examples are 
banking or architectural services transmitted via telecommunications or mail. Only the 
service itself crosses the border, without the movement of persons, thus creating a clear 
geographical separation between seller and consumer. 
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2. Consumption abroad: consumers from one country making use of a service in 
another country, such as tourism, health care treatment or educational services. This does 
not require the service supplier to be admitted to the consuming country, just like the 
previous mode. 

3. Commercial presence: territorial presence on foreign market through establishment 
modes such as subsidiaries, branches, lease or ownership. Services provided could be 
insurance services, hotel chains, banking, legal advice and communications. The 
establishment on a foreign market is the most relevant mode of supply in terms of future 
developments. It is the single one to raise most difficulty for host countries and GATS 
negotiations. This one is also the focus of our study. 

4. Presence of natural persons: admission of foreign nationals to provide services in 
another country. This mode is most of the time combined with another; most commonly 
mode 3. The scope of the GATS does not cover issues related to migration, residence and 
employment permits. Nevertheless, countries may strongly encourage natural persons to 
provide services in their territories and liberalise their immigration rules. 

Source: European Commission: WTO members’ requests, 2002-11-14, p.10. 

 

4.1.2 SERVICE SECTOR COVERAGE 

As previously discussed, the obligations contained in GATS can be 

categorized into two groups, the first one being general obligations that 

applies to all members. The second one concerns market access and national 

treatment in individual country schedules between some specific members, 

as being the case of the EU-Mexico and Chile agreements. The rules of 

GATS can be seen as standardised regulations, indicating basic rules and 

limitations for service liberalisations among parties entering multi- or 

bilateral agreements.  

 

The service liberalisations in the Mexico and Chile agreements are presented 

in listing of commitments, which aims at eliminating discriminatory 

measures and to enlarge the sector coverage each party has, thus making it 

beyond the GATS’ commitments. These “schedules of commitments” are 

listed according to the four service supply modes, as established by GATS 
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and presented on the previous page. The sector-specific openings will tell us 

what entry mode that will best serve and benefit the service investor of a 

specific region.  

 

As both agreements contain around a hundred different services, we have 

decided to focus on those that we believe are most important to Sweden in 

its internationalisation of service firms. These sectors are not only important 

Swedish service industries, but they are also the ones that are expected to 

benefit the most out of the two agreements.101  These service sectors are: 

 

•  Banking and financial services: core banking services, insurance 

services, securities services  

•  Professional services: accounting and bookkeeping services, 

engineering services, computer and related services 

•  Communication services: postal and courier services and 

telecommunication services  

•  Construction services and related engineering services 

•  Transport services: maritime transport services 

 

4.2 EU EXTERNAL TRADE RELATIONS  

When the EU wants to reach an agreement with a third party, there are three 

approaches for this, through an associated, co-operation or a trade 

agreement. These three forms represent different levels of commitment 

between the EU and the third party, among which the associated agreement 

is the most far-reaching. These agreements cover not only trade-related 

issues, but are also co-operations of political and economic nature.  
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Associated agreements were initially signed with former colonies and 

countries about to enter the European Union. Similar to such an agreement is 

the European Economic Community, which is formed by the EFTA 

countries and the EU, thus entailing the “four freedoms” as well as a 

political agendai. Co-operation agreements, however, are mainly covering 

economic issues. Trade agreements, on the other hand, are pure trade 

commitments established with a third party or within the framework of the 

WTO.102 Before moving onto presenting the scope of our two agreements, 

we find that a brief presentation of the two service markets would be in 

order. 

 

4.3 MEXICO – THE MEXICAN MARKET 

Recent decades have seen the Mexican economy undergo a profound 

evolution, shifting from protectionism and import substitution, towards an 

extensive openness towards the external world.103 Mexico has a population 

of 97 million and is also the world’s 13th largest economy and the 8th largest 

exporter of goods and services.104  

 

In 2000, services represented about 67,3 percent of GDP.105 It is the 

commercial service sector of hotels and restaurants that account for the 

larger part of the GDP. Financial and business services represent a much 

smaller proportion. After a privatisation reform of the banking system, 

several foreign banks established Mexican subsidiaries. Many major 

                                          
i EFTA = FTA between Norway, Switzerland, Liechtenstein and Island. EEC = EU + EFTA (excluding 

Switzerland). “Four freedoms” = free movement of goods, services, people and capital 
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telephone companies have since 1996 obtained concessions from the federal 

government to operate long-distance telephone services.106 

 

There is a growing foreign ownership in the wholesale and retail trades. 

Concessions to private enterprise to build and operate modern toll roads 

have increased, and the national railroad network is in a privatisation 

process.107 

 

4.3.1 EU-MEXICO TRADE RELATIONS 

In 2000, around 80 percent of Mexico’s trade was with the USA, and the EU 

came in second with around 6 percent of the total trade.108 However, the EU-

Mexico trade was above 9 percent in 1993, so the trade has decreased.109 

Bilateral relations between Mexico and the EU are covered by the economic 

partnership and political co-operation agreement singed in Brussels in 1997, 

which entered into force on the 1st of October 2000.110 However, this 

agreement only covered trade liberalisations in goods. It was not until the 1st 

of March 2001 the agreement was extended to also cover services, in 

conformity with article V of GATS.111 

 

The EU is also the runner-up after USA when it comes to FDI. In 2001, 

European companies accounted for 23 percent of the total foreign investment 

in the country. Around 36 percent of the Mexican companies in which the 

EU invested were in the services sector.112 Of the foreign investment in 

service, around 24 percent was in the commercial trade sector and 39 percent 

in a wide range of other service sectors.113 
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Bilateral trade in services with the EU has progressed in recent, by 13 

percent between 1994 and 2000.  However, the main EU companies in this 

field work with Mexican subsidiaries and therefore do not appear in these 

FDI statistics. This is confirmed by the very high percentage of services in 

the European FDI figures of Mexico.114  

 

4.3.2 SWEDEN-MEXICO TRADE RELATIONS 

After the USA, Mexico is Sweden’s most important export market in the 

American continent. Looking at total imports from Mexico to Sweden, these 

amounted to USD million 699,2 in 1999. However, in 2000 these figures 

increased to USD million 1318. Furthermore, the Swedish exports in 2001 

superseded that of 1999 by nearly 20 percent.115 The Swedish exports to 

Mexico are ten times higher than the imports.116 Recent years have, 

however, shown a decrease in the service trade, above all in the 

telecommunication sector. The Swedish FDI in Mexico is nevertheless 

larger than, for example, in Japan, China and Russia. 

 

4.4 THE GENERAL SCOPE OF THE EU-MEXICO AGREEMENT 

The liberalisation of services entered into force on the 1st of March 2001. For 

the EU, this agreement was the first with a non-candidate country to be 

notified under Article V GATS. Although the sector coverage is extensive, 

audio-visual, air transport, as well as maritime passenger ferries, are 

explicitly excluded from the coverage.117 The main provisions are shown on 

the following page118: 
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Figure 4.2: Service liberalisations granted to the EU – main pillars 

•  Foreign direct investment: National treatment – equally favourable treatment 
covering market access, regulation and licensing for companies owned by parties 
to agreement. This provides market access in services and construction. 

•  Extensive sector coverage, including financial services, business services, 
telecommunications, construction, distribution, environment and energy 
services, tourism and transport services. 

•  Service liberalisation in two phases. At entry-into-force, standstill clause which 
prevents both parties from introducing new discriminatory measures or 
reinforcing the existing ones. Within 3 years from entry into force, the parties 
will agree on a schedule for the elimination of all remaining discriminations over 
a maximum period of ten years. All but three services sectors5 are covered, in 
accordance with GATS.  

•  The arrangements on services, public procurement and investments guarantee 
predictability for exporters and investors, as well as access substantially 
equivalent to operators from NAFTA countries. 

•  Its tariff dismantling process is extremely rapid. Tariffs on certain products were 
already lower at entry-into-force than NAFTA tariffs after 5 years of entry-into- 
force.  

•  Progressive liberalisation of payments relating to investment, promotion of 
investment between the parties, including an undertaking to protect investments 
and a review clause within three years to deepen the liberalisations. 

Source: European Commission: The EU’s relations with Mexico, 2002-05-01 

 

4.4.1 THE MEXICAN COMMITMENTS 

The agreement’s provisions on services offer EU services firms access 

matching that enjoyed by firms from Mexico’s other preferential partners, in 

particular the US and Canada. Both parties are committed to grant service 

suppliers of the other party - in respect of all measures affecting the supply 

of services - treatment no less favourable than that it accords to its domestic 

service supplier. Mexico is committed to abolishing limitations - such as 

quotas or monopolies - on the services covered in the agreement, as well as 

restrictions on the amount of service output. 
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Services of a financial nature, such as insurance-related services and 

banking are also extensively covered in the agreement. Each party may 

require a financial service supplier of the other party to incorporate under its 

own law or impose terms and conditions on establishment that are consistent 

with the agreement. Moreover, no party may adopt new measures as regards 

to the establishment and operation of financial service suppliers that could 

seem discriminatory. There should be no number limitation on the amount of 

financial service suppliers. For instance, EU banks and insurance companies 

will now be able establish and operate in Mexico without first having to set 

up in the NAFTA countries Canada or the USA. If a completely new 

institution - insurance or banking - is to become established, then foreign 

investors may hold up to 49 percent of overhead capital. Effective control of 

the enterprise by Mexican shareholders is required. However, foreign 

investment by governments and official agencies is not allowed.  

 

Looking at maritime transports, the parties shall continue to effectively 

apply the principle of unrestricted access to the international maritime 

market and traffic on a commercial and non-discriminatory basis. 

Furthermore, each party shall continue to grant ships operated by the other 

party, no less favourable measures than that granted to its own ships with 

regard to access to ports, use of infrastructure and auxiliary maritime 

services of the ports, as well as related fees and charges, customs facilities 

and ability to unloading and loading.  

 

As far as commercial presence goes, each party shall permit the service 

supplier of the opposite party to have a commercial presence in its territory 

under conditions no less favourable than those of any third country. 
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Furthermore, shipping companies established outside of Mexico and 

controlled by nationals of either the EU or Mexico, shall also be 

beneficiaries of the provisions of this chapter. That provision is legal as long 

as their vessels are registered in accordance with their respective legislation, 

and carry the flag of a EU Member State or Mexico 

 

Also, each party shall permit persons located in its territory to purchase 

financial services from suppliers located in the territory of the other party. 

No party may require that more than a simple majority of the board of 

directors are to be composed of domestic nationals, persons residing in the 

territory of the party, or a combination thereof. However, services not 

applied are the parties’ respective social security systems or other activities 

connected with the exercise of official authority. Each party must also apply 

its laws, regulations and requirements regarding entry and stay, work, labour 

conditions, and establishment of natural persons provided that, in doing so, it 

does not apply them in a manner as to impair the benefits of the agreement 

to the other party.119  

 

Furthermore, Mexico will also seek to abolish limitations on the total 

number of natural persons that may be employed in a particular service 

sector. The employee should be able to hire whoever is necessary for the 

supply of a specific service, without being subject to numeral quotas. Other 

issues will also be dealt with, such as the limitations on the participation of 

foreign capital in terms of maximum percentage limit on foreign 

shareholding. As far as investment is concerned, the limits on total value of 

individual or aggregate foreign investment should be abolished over time. 

Moreover, measures will be looked over regarding the specific types of legal 
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entities or joint ventures through which a service supplier of the other party 

may supply a service.  

 

4.5 CHILE – THE CHILEAN MARKET 

Chile, with a population of 15 million, is a trading nation with half of its 

GDP dependent on exports or imports.120 Around 86 percent of the 

population lives in big cities with a high level economic activity. It is in 

those societies that the trade in services is becoming more and more 

significant to the economy.121 

 

The Chilean market liberalisation has been accomplished on several levels, 

from unilaterally and bilaterally, to regionally and multilaterally. On the 

bilateral front, Chile has signed comprehensive free trade agreements with 

the USA, Canada and Mexico. The country is also an associated member of 

Mercosurii, and negotiations are currently undertaken for a bilateral 

agreement with EFTAiii and South Korea.122  

 

In 2001, services output represented over 65 percent of the Chilean GDP – 

including construction and governmental services. The service sector of 

commerce amounts to 16,8 percent of GDP, which is higher than goods 

manufacturing (14,5) and agriculture, forestry and fishing (7.6). The second 

largest service sector is that of financial services, which represented 13,6 

percent, followed by transport and communications at 9,3 percent and finally 

                                          
ii Mercado Común del Sur: Customs union between Brazil, Uruguay, Argentina and Paraguay 
iii European Free Trade Area with member countries Norway, Switzerland, Island and Liechtenstein 
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construction with 4,5 percent of GDP. Other services, covering 21,1 percent 

of GDP included above all governmental services. The employed work force 

in the service sector amounts to 70,2 percent of the total 123  

 

Figure 4.3: Chile’s most important service sectors  

1. Commerce

2. Financial services

3. Telecommunications

4. Transport

5. Construction

6. Governmental services

7. Other services

Sources: Planistat, 2002, p.141. 
 

When it comes to maritime services, the vast Chilean coastline has provided 

for a domestic merchant fleet larger than that of both Argentina, South 

Africa, but significantly smaller than Thailand’s counterpart.124   

 

4.5.1 EU-CHILE TRADE RELATIONS 

The EU is Chile’s main trade partner and provider of foreign direct 

investments (FDI), both in terms of flows and stocks. From 1980 to 2001, 

EU exports to Chile grew by eight percent per year. The EU represents 25,2 

percent of total Chilean exports and 20,9 percent of its total imports, thus 

making it Chile’s main trade partner in both exports and imports. The EU 

1 
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foreign direct investments in Chilean services amounted to EURO 1017 

million in the year 2000. The main investments were made in sectors such as 

financial services, construction and electricity.   

 

From the year 1996 and up to 2001, the EU’s relationship with Chile was 

based on a co-operation agreement, aiming at the preparation of the 

association agreement. The associated agreement, unfolded later in this 

paper, entered into force on January 1st, 2003. The trade provisions of the 

association agreement are expected to generate economic and commercial 

benefits by the desired deepening of the economic ties between the EU and 

Chile.125  

 

The agreement is based on the three pillars of political dialogue, co-

operation and trade, thus covering a broad range of the Chile-EU relations. 

The trade relation goes well beyond both parties’ commitments within the 

GATS framework. The reciprocal and progressive elimination of trade 

barriers, and clearer rules for exporters, importers and investors are meant to 

enhance the bilateral trade, investment flows and seizing new market 

opportunities.  

 

4.5.2 SWEDEN-CHILE TRADE RELATIONS 

In comparison to other European countries, Swedish investments in Chile 

have until now been modest. In 1997, Sweden was the 21st largest investor in 

Chile. According to estimates, the bilateral agreement will generate trade 

flows of USD 55 million between Chile and Sweden. Sweden’s trade 

amounts to 3,1 percent of the EU total. The bilateral agreement will 

guarantee full access to several important Swedish service sectors, such as 
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knowledge intensive, construction, environmental services, international 

maritime transports and financial services and telecommunication.126 

 

4.6 THE GENERAL SCOPE OF THE EU-CHILE AGREEMENT 

According to article V in GATS, bilateral service agreements are to have 

significant sector coverage, aiming at abolishing discrimination in regards to 

foreign market entry. The agreement is also keeping doors open for a “future 

process of further economic integration and trade liberalisations".127  

 

Below, in figure 4.4, you will find a scheme over the general 

accomplishments of the agreement.128 

 

Figure 4.4: Service liberalisations granted to the EU – main pillars 

Source: Planistat, 2002, pp.50-52.   
 

As could be seen, the service negotiations have revolved around national 

treatment and market access, domestic regulation, and mutual recognition of 

qualifications.  

FDI National treatment – equally favourable treatment covering market access, regulation 
and licensing for Chilean and European companies, thus facilitating market access in 
services and construction. 

Financial services market access. The only exception to market access is that public 
pension plan funds are required to stay in Chile. 

Agreement on opening public markets, covering all general government, in accordance 
with GATS article V, giving a profound integration. 

Competition agreement. 

Possibility of temporary employment for national of parties to agreement as contract 
suppliers. 
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4.6.1 THE CHILEAN COMMITMENTS 

The chapter on services contains general rules on market access, non-

discrimination, and movement of persons, domestic regulations, reciprocal 

acknowledgements and transparency. The EU liberalisations are only 

slightly more extensive than previous GATS commitments. Chile, on the 

other hand, is committed to liberalising its service markets beyond the 

previous GATS commitments. The far-reaching regulations have been made 

in the areas of maritime transport, construction services, telecommunications 

and financial services. The agreement does not cover audio-visual services, 

maritime passenger ferries (cabotage) or air transportation. Moreover, Chile 

has included some limitations in the energy sector, fisheries and mining.  

 

The schedule of commitment (see appendix 2) provides us with information 

on market access and non-discriminations. The first schedule we will 

examine is that of financial and banking services. The limitations, or 

liberalisations, on market access are a vital factor for understanding the 

establishment mode suited for providing banking and financial services as a 

foreign enterprise.129 The Chilean banking and financial services sector is 

partially “compartmentalised”, meaning that institutions – domestic or 

foreign – authorised to operate as banks may not participate directly in the 

insurance and securities business and vice versa. However, with 

governmental authorization the banks may set up subsidiaries, and carry out 

services related to their line of business.  

 

The passages on telecommunications and financial services are based on 

GATS, but in addition to this they also cover legal domestic aspects, which 

will diminish the domestic barriers and enhance the competition. However, 
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the agreement only covers long-distance telephone calls, and not the 

dynamic local sector.  

 

One of the sectors to have been - nearly - fully liberalised is the maritime 

transport sector, which is a big and extremely significant sector to the 

Chilean economy, as well as interesting to Swedish actors. Both parties have 

also agreed to liberalise services related to internal waterways transport and 

postal and courier services.130 Some areas of the maritime sector will still be 

protected, and foreign-flagged vessels will have no access to fish in Chilean 

waters, nor will the foreign fishing vessels have access to local ports. As 

previously, all fishing boats will have to be under Chilean flag.  

 

However, EU member state ownership of fishing boats will be permitted if 

the member state in question reciprocally will allow Chilean-owned fishing 

vessels in its waters. Previous rules will remain; entailing fixed and limited 

number of fishing boats in Chilean waters to be controlled by EU-controlled 

companies.131 Nevertheless, the articles on maritime transport are to 

guarantee market access and non-discrimination for international maritime 

transportation.  

 

The commitments are limited by the Chilean restrictions for local 

establishment and its corporate laws. There are regulations on how close to 

shore and foreign borders the company is allowed to establish its offices. In 

a company with 25 or more employees, only 15 percent of these can be of 

foreign origin. Other complex rules in relations to “movement of natural 

persons”, stipulates that that a foreign professional should not be employed 

for more than two years performing the same duties as in the parent 
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company in their country of origin. However, providers of services and 

knowledge non-attainable in Chile will be granted permission for two years, 

extendable to another two years.  

 

These non-tariff, and “invisible” trade barriers are covered under the “best 

endeavour rules”. The “best endeavour” rules, also dealing with barriers in 

relation to the control of the distribution of licenses and certificates, have the 

ambition of removing internal obstacles and lowering the transaction costs in 

order to promote market entry. There are also plans to modify rules on 

citizenship and permanent domicile that currently may prevent the 

establishment of foreign actors.  

 

Three years after the validity of the agreement, both parties will meet and 

examine the possibility of removing existing trade barriers. The restrictions 

on personal movement will be negotiated within two years from the 

agreement’s validity.  

 

4.7 GENERAL DIFFERENCES  

Both agreements cover all sectors of service with the exception of those 

related to audio-visual, flight carrier and passenger ferries. The Mexico 

agreement stipulates sector-specific rules for maritime transport and 

financial services, however not about rules on telecommunication.132 Both 

the EU and Mexico reciprocally guarantee that no new restrictions are to be 

implemented. The service deregulations covered in the agreement that have 

not still been abolished, should be singled-out in the joint council that 

gathers on a regular basis.  
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As a whole, the Chile agreement is perceived as more far reaching than its 

predecessor Mexico. Just as in the Mexican case, continuous follow-up 

meetings will guarantee that liberalisations will be fully implemented. 

However, the Mexican agreement’s schedule of commitments do not cover 

all the service sectors as mentioned in the Chilean counterpart. This means 

that the regulations for maritime transport are rather similar in both 

agreements, but the Chilean is still perceived as more liberal and seriously 

aiming towards further deregulation.   

 

However, the Chile agreement, as opposed to the Mexican, does contain 

rules on domestic regulations, such as procedures for licensing of service 

holdings. Hence, these regulations should to the outmost be formulated so 

that they do not discriminate foreign companies. As far as financial services 

and telecommunication go, the Chile agreement does not reach further than 

both parties’ commitments within GATS.133  

 

However, the level of liberalisation that separates the two agreements can 

also be hard to pinpoint. Apart from the schedule of commitment on 

financial services, the Mexican agreement does contain clear rules and 

procedures about the abolishment of remaining discriminatory measures. In 

that case, the Mexican agreement could in the longer run provide further 

liberalisations in financial services trade than its Chilean counterpart.134 

 

When it comes to the Chilean agreement, it permits persons located in its 

territory to purchase financial services from suppliers located in the 

European Union. It has also been stipulated that no party may require that 

more than a simple majority of the board of directors are to be composed of 
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domestic nationals, persons residing in the territory of the party, or a 

combination thereof.  

 

Mexico on the other hand have strong regulations saying that newly 

established financial institutions should have no more than 49 percent of 

foreign capital. As immigrations rules are not covered in the provisions of 

GATS, the Mexican agreement does not present any new information on that 

front.  
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5 ANALYSIS 

This analysis will examine the provisions for the different service sectors 

previously chosen, in relation to the new trade agreements. First out is a 

section on international trade in services according to GATS, where after 

an in-depth analysis will take place surrounding the entry modes and the 

provisions for the different service sectors upon establishment in the two 

markets. 

 

5.1 GATS AND EU 

According to Dahringer135 the lowering of tariffs or non-tariff trade barriers 

is usually accomplished through bilateral or multilateral agreements. GATS 

is a multilateral trade agreement aiming towards successfully lowering 

trade barriers. The EU’s trade agreement with Mexico and Chile were 

modelled after GATS, meaning that they have the common goal of 

eliminating as many trade barriers as possible.  

 

An important section in the agreements is the one that involves the non-

tariffs barriers - or “invisible trade-barriers” - such as buy-national policies 

or different restrictions on services. However, the non-tariff trade barrier 

that governmental policies represent are not directed in either GATS or the 

EU agreements, these type of barriers will be up to every government to 

decide on. 
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5.2 INTERNATIONAL SERVICES 

The GATS agreement has chosen four supply modes by which an 

international service can be defined. These supply modes deal with the 

supply, consumption and presence of the service and persons. These can be  

viewed from the perspective that Clark and Rajaratnam136 take on 

international service. The first supply mode is the one that refers to the 

cross-border supply, which can be seen as international vehicle-based 

services. Here it is the service that will cross the border and not persons, 

which means that the geographical distance between the seller and the 

consumer is maintained. Thus, it is the service itself that joins the locations 

between the consumer and seller and not the persons; this means that many 

barriers that would otherwise hinder the access to foreign market are not 

relevant, e.g. mobility barriers for persons.  

 

GATS’ second supply mode concerns consumption abroad, which can be 

seen as the more traditional form of international service, defined as a type 

of international contact-based service. This is also true regarding GATS’ 

third supply mode that has to do with the commercial presence of a service. 

Whereas in the second supply mode the consumer travels to the service, in 

the third it is the producer that crosses the border to give service.  

 

Clark and Rajaratnam137 claim that it is either the consumer or the producer 

that will cross the border to receive/give the service in a contact-based 

service. When it is only the consumer that does the travelling to the service,  

many of the barriers that the producer would have encountered will not be  
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present. In contrary to the second supply mode, in the third supply mode it 

is the producer/supplier that crosses the border to be nearer its costumers. It 

is here where the producer will find the barriers that GATS wants to 

decrease. When a service firms wants to have commercial presence in a 

foreign country it will there have to establish itself through subsidiaries or 

leasing. It is in this particular supply mode that the service firm will have to 

handle different trade barriers.  

 

The fourth supply mode involves the presence of natural persons in a 

foreign market, meaning the admittance of foreign nationals that can 

provide services. Since this mode concerns persons that either consume or 

provide a service, it can be seen as a part of the second and third supply 

modes. Whether or not it will come across different mobility barriers 

depends on the business of the person in question. For example, in the 

tourism sector of services, the consumer can usually travel to a country 

without greater problems or barriers.  

 

On the other hand, a service provider encounters different kinds of mobility 

barriers, such as work visas and other papers required to work in a foreign 

country. Since GATS does not cover the migration aspect of international 

business, it will be up to every country to decide what to do. This does put 

impediments for service firms that want to move personnel from the home 

country to the foreign subsidiaries. The dilemmas in relation to this issue  

will be discussed further on.  
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Out of all the sector of services that GATS, the EU-Mexico and EU-Chile 

agreements cover, we have decided to only study those that can be 

important to Swedish service firms. These are banking and financial 

services, insurance-related, professional, communication, construction, 

distribution and transport services. These services can have several of the 

characteristics that Dahringer138 has stated, such as intangibility, 

inseparability, perishability and heterogeneity.  

 

These four characteristics can also help to define whether a service can be 

categorised to be hard or soft. Banking and financial services, and 

professional services such as consulting, along with communication and 

distribution services are quite intangible since the performance of the 

service cannot be stored or displayed. The professional services, as well as 

distribution services, can be seen as heterogeneous since they are often 

customized for each customer. These services can be seen as hard services 

as the consumer and the producer do not have to meet to realize the service 

transaction. However, all of these services come in different forms, 

meaning that the classification of the service as hard or soft will vary. Most 

services have been soft but technological advances have enabled them to 

become more detached in the producer/consumer interaction.  

 

Mexico is planning its service liberalisations in two stages, the first 

preventing both parties from introducing new, or reinforcing existing, trade 

discriminatory measures. The next step in the plan is to agree on further 

elimination of discriminatory measures within 3 years from entry into  
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force. The period should be ten years and all services but those related to 

governmental duties will be included. The transparency and further 

liberalizations both agreements present, could be perceived as an incentive 

for prospective investors when it comes to an establishment in one of the 

regions.  

 

If we look at Chile, the country has agreed upon a meeting between the two 

parties three years after the coming-into-force of the agreement. The focus 

of the meeting will be on the possibility of removing existing trade barriers. 

Even though rules on immigration, citizenship, and permanent domicile are 

not included in GATS, they will be dealt with within two years from the 

validity of the agreement, all in order to facilitate for the prospective 

investor. 

 

Now that the general characteristic of GATS has been discussed we will 

move on to the international market strategies that firms need to 

internationalise. Here we will study the internal and external factors that 

will affect the firms’ choice of entry mode. 

 

5.3 ENTERING THE MEXICAN OR CHILEAN MARKET 

When entering any foreign market, the economic aspect is vital to the firm, 

as well as the company’s ability to see whether the economy of the country 

offers the possibilities that the firm seeks. Nevertheless, the economical 

aspect is something that the firm will have to adjust to if it wants to enter  
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the market. The Mexican and Chilean agreement will affect the European 

service firms that want to enter these markets.  

 

When a firm is planning its international market strategy it will first have to 

look to its inner strengths when determining the best market strategy for the 

company. According to Root139, the firm will have to go through a series of 

steps or stages to choose which entry mode to use when entering the 

foreign market; this is shown in figure 3.4 on page 35. 

 

5.3.1 INTERNATIONAL STRATEGY 

The company about to enter a foreign market will need have or develop a 

set of objectives, goals and policies, all to be fitted within a limited time 

frame. Setting future goals may not be too easy these uncertain days, wars 

break out and countries such as Mexico and Chile are heavily dependent on 

the outside world. This means that theses countries are vulnerable when it 

comes to external “threats”, such as an economic depression in the U.S.  

 

However, when forming the two agreements with the EU, both countries 

have been clear regarding the time frame of the abolishment of trade 

barriers and continuous liberalizations. This will aid the foreign investor 

wanting to make future forecasts about the trade liberalizations and 

provisions for his service sector in particularly.  

 

Although the internal factors of the company are of importance to the firm 

when choosing to enter a foreign market, the external factors are more  
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prominent in the agreement, since they represent different traits of the 

foreign market. The agreement aims to diminish the effect that some 

external factors have on the entry modes. However, there are still some 

governmental regulations that will affect the internal aspect in foreign 

firms.  

 

Chile, for example, is still holding onto some strong restrictions for local 

establishment within its corporate laws. For instance, only 15 percent in a 

company of 25 or more employees are allowed to be of foreign origin. 

Other more complex regulations stipulate that certain foreign professionals 

are not to be employed for more than two years, when performing similar 

duties as in the main office of the company located in their country of 

origin. These issues closely linked to nationality-belonging are still 

prevailing, and as long as GATS are not covering immigration rules they 

may continue to exist. However, the agreement allows the possibility of 

temporary employment during a contract. This can enable the firms to 

bring its own people to the foreign market, even though it is for a limited 

time period, which gives the firm a temporary advantage. 

 

The first external factor that Root mentions as effecting the entry mode 

decisions is the “target country market”, which entails the competitive 

structure of the target market, its marketing structure and the size of the 

target market. The two markets we have studied show rather different 

figures when it comes to market size and other specific country factors. 

Mexico is the country to have undergone the most recent profound  
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evolution, shifting from protectionism and import substitution, towards 

openness to foreign investors.140 This discussion leads us onto second 

external factor that also influences the choice of entry mode, namely the 

“target country environmental factors”. These factors - political, economic, 

and socio-cultural - affect the target market factor and local production.  

 

The most decisive factor is in this case the power that governmental actions 

policies and regulations have over the companies that want to enter the 

country. Another issue on this external factor list is the transportation cost 

that is present when dealing with a foreign market. This cost will depend 

on the distance between the countries in question. Mexico is closer to 

Sweden than Chile, but there is a great distance still to cover for the 

Swedish firms that want to enter the market. Other external factors that 

affect the firm can be closely linked to the eclectic paradigm and will 

therefore be analysed under this paradigm. 

 

5.3.2 THE ECLECTIC PARADIGM 

According to the paradigm, the foreign company is dependent on gaining 

ownership-specific advantages, which could be granted through a free trade 

agreement liberalising restrictions on foreign ownership, quotas and other 

factors that limit the control the company could have over its activities on 

the foreign market.  
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Ownership-specific advantages 

According to Kwon and Konopa141, the first form of control is the one the 

firm’s management gets through the ownership of the business entity. In 

the Mexico and Chile agreements several different service sectors are being  

granted the possibility to establish themselves on the respective markets 

and with a high level of control. It has been said, that the owner-specific 

advantages are best exploited in a country that offers and allows the foreign 

company to have maximum control over its activities. Hence, the sector 

specific advantages that have come from a free-trade agreement will 

influence the establishment modes and pre-conditions when it comes to 

competing on equal terms as the domestic counterparts. 

 

These ownership-specific advantages ought to be more favourable vis-à-vis 

firms of other nationalities in the particular market it serves. The latter 

situation was created through the two agreements, granting the EU 

countries more favourable advantages compared to other nations that do 

not keep trade agreements with Mexico or Chile.  

 

Chile is committed to the national treatment rule, meaning that they will 

strive towards offering equally favourable treatment covering market 

access, regulation and licensing for domestic and European companies. 

Mexico on the other hand, secures that its arrangements on services will 

guarantee the exporters and investors the same benefits as equivalent to 

operators from NAFTA countries. Both agreements also ensure that no 

party will adopt new measures that could seem discriminatory to the other 

party.  
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Moreover, the degree of nationality of the firm is also a determining factor 

for the ability to derive transaction cost-minimising advantages. The 

nationality of the persons employed in the company could also be seen as 

an obstacle upon establishment on a foreign market. Mexico will seek to 

decrease the limitations on natural persons that are employed in  

firms, as well as quotas, and regulations on the participation of foreign 

capital in terms of maximum percentage limit on foreign shareholding.  

 

The ownership-specific advantages also influence the degree to which 

control is permitted within the foreign company. Looking at Mexico and 

ownership-specific advantages, we can see that the commercial presence of 

foreign financial and banking services, allow the banks to have full control 

over lending activities of all types, including consumer credit, mortgage 

credit, credit discounting and financing of commercial transactions - as 

long as it is not an investment by a foreign actor exercising governmental 

functions. However, if an EU national wants to establish a new institution 

under Mexican regulations, they may only hold up to 49 percent of total 

capital. When these restrictions are permitted, they prevent the company 

from the ability to gain control and thus create owner-specific advantages 

in the long run.  

 

Chilean regulations are similar to the Mexican, requiring the foreign 

banking institutions to be banking companies legally instituted in their 

country of origin. Foreign banking institution’s ability to gain owner-

specific advantages can be carried out through shareholdings in local 

banks, or becoming established as a corporation in Chile, or as branches of  
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foreign corporations recognised in their country of origin. However, 

foreigners, as well as nationals, are not allowed to acquire (or transfer to 

another party) more than 10 percent of another bank’s capital without prior 

consulting governmental authorities.  

 

When it comes to establishing a new foreign company dealing with 

merchant fleeting, the rules are even harder - more than 50 percent of the  

company’s equity capital must be held by Chilean natural or legal persons. 

A joint venture is only possible when the majority rights belong to Chilean 

naturals or legal persons. The control the foreign company could have in 

this case is further limited by regulations on foreign personnel - which is 

permitted - but the captain should remain Chilean. Mexico’s regulations are 

somewhat vaguer, stating that each party shall provide each other with 

treatment no less favourable than that given to domestic ships.  

 

Location-specific advantages 

Location-specific advantages refer to factors that favour a particular 

location in regard to the alternatives. In our case it is Mexico and Chile. 

The characteristics are economical, cultural, legal, political and/or 

institutional environments across locations, as well as include market size 

and growth, factor endowments, sources of supply and existence/removal 

of trade barriers.142 When there are still external “invisible” trade barriers 

on the two markets - preventing an establishment - the entry mode is no 

longer exclusively based on the characteristics of the firm and its products, 

but also on the characteristics of the sought market.143 
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It is the governmental action policies and regulations that are directly 

affected by the EU-Mexico agreement. The agreement has lowered many 

of the trade barriers that European firms used to encounter when trying to 

enter the protective Mexican market. It has opened the Mexican market for 

foreign investments, by giving European firms national treatment when it 

comes to investments, whether it is in goods or services. In this category 

many service sectors have been covered, such as financial, 

telecommunications and transport services. The agreement is also allowing 

the dismantling of tariffs in a quick pace.  

 

If looking at pure facts, one would immediately assume that Mexico – due 

to size – would have the upper hand. However, Chile being only a nation of 

15 million is heavily dependent on foreign trade, and has for decades 

boasted a liberal market policy. The Chilean market liberalizations are on 

unilateral and bilateral levels, as well as regional and multilateral. The 

agreement with Chile is also more extensive, leaving more doors open for 

future negotiations.  

 

The Mexican agreement has many similarities, but is still not covering as 

many service-related areas as its southern counterpart. In Chile, some 86 

percent of the population live in big cities, which has always been as 

trademark for those societies whose trade in services is becoming more 

important to the domestic economy. It might also be important to 

remember that the EU is already an important trade partner to Chile with 

reference to foreign direct investment. The current agreement is aimed at  
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generating benefits of both economic and commercial nature, to expand the 

ties between the EU and Chile. 

 

What is also important too look at are the “transaction cost-minimising 

advantages”, which tells us about the firm’s ability to access new markets 

through the investment. Hence, through the co-ordination of multiple and 

geographically dispersed activities, the transaction cost-minimising 

advantages arises.  In this aspect, a trade agreement between the EU and 

Mexico, may grant the investor more access to the NAFTA markets than 

the case would have been if he had, for instance, been exporting his  

services directly from Sweden. In the Mexican case the NAFTA connection 

could therefore be a strong incentive to entering the Mexican market. For 

companies interested in exporting services, having its base in Mexico and 

operating with American clients could be a suitable option to entering the 

US as a Swedish investor.  

 

When a country enters into an agreement, foreign companies of the country 

in question will be invited to act on the market under similar – but not the 

same – conditions as local firms. The Chilean bilateral agreement will, in 

particular, grant access to important Swedish service sectors, such as 

knowledge intensive, construction, international maritime transports and 

financial services and telecommunication.144 The Mexican agreement does 

not have the same extensive coverage, but further negotiations may change 

the current scenario. Therefore, restrictive import policies, quotas, high 

entry barriers are ways to disfavour an entry mode in comparison to 

another. The desire to establish a new organisation may only become a  
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reality when a free trade agreement enters into force, resulting in lower 

tariffs or expanded quotas, which will increase a company’s alternative in 

the choice of entry mode. Also the “dynamics of the target country’s 

economy” is an important factor to the exporting company, which can be 

the rate of investment, the GDP growth rate and other important 

economical figures.145 If we look at Mexico, services represented about 

67,3 percent of GDP in 2002, with the commercial service sector of hotels 

and restaurants accounting for the greater part.146 Financial and business 

services represent more modest figures; however, a privatisation of the 

banking system has allowed more foreign banks to establish themselves in 

Mexico. The long-distance telephone services have been opened to foreign 

actors since 1996, thus making it an interesting market for telephone 

operators to enter.147  

 

Chiles’ service output represented over 65 percent of GDP in 2001, with 

the largest sector being commerce followed by financial services, transport, 

communications and construction. The fact that the employed work force in 

services amounts to 70,2 percent of the total, could be seen as positive 

dynamic factor that encourages a foreign service company to enter.148 This 

interaction between the different location-specific advantages presents us 

with a forecasted profitability of the foreign investment.149 What we have 

presented above is an example of how a company’s localisation can be 

influenced when a country changes its trade barriers. 
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Internalisation advantages 

The internalisation advantages explain how a company can exploit its 

owner-specific advantages by focusing on how assets can be transferred 

from geographical areas. The advantages from internalisation come to 

surface when a company establishes subsidies in different countries.150 As 

previously mentioned, both countries hold extensive trade agreements with 

other third countries, thus enabling the European actor access to 

neighbouring markets. This is in particular the case with Mexico, which 

through the NAFTA agreement allows the European investor access to the 

USA while still operating in, or from Mexico. These benefits are expected 

to generate new owner-specific advantages and financial power that already 

exists within the company, and increase the control, which is said to 

motivate strong foreign market engagements rather than other entry 

forms.151  

 

5.3.3 ENTRY MODES 

Grönroos’ definition of direct export is a service firm establishing itself in 

the foreign market by having the employee going abroad to perform his or 

her professional activities. This is equivalent to the GATS’ service supply 

mode of cross-border, making it mostly consultants and repair/maintenance 

firms using that channel.152 Both the Chilean and Mexican agreements have 

liberalised the pure export form of services, allowing all but governmental 

services to cross borders, with the exception of the cases where 

immigration rules will prevent the person from staying longer than alien 

regulations stipulate.  
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Root153 claims that a joint venture is achieved when an international 

company shares the ownership with local private or public entities. This 

will however diminish the company’s ability to control its activities, but 

could at the same time be a first entry mode for the inexperienced. In, for 

example shipping, the regulations are so strict that joint ventures may be 

the only way to access the market, in particular when it comes to Chile. 

The generating of ownership specific advantages will – as a result of the 

degree of control – be smaller. The proportion of shares owned by the two 

firms may also be stipulated in the legislation, such as the case with 

Mexico not allowing more than 49 percent of total capital to be foreign 

when it comes to newly established financial-related firms. Root154 also 

sees this as the main reason for joining forces with a domestic firm, i.e. 

when government policy and regulation prevents you from establishing a 

completely new company. 

 

System export is when two or more firms join in the same export activity, 

i.e. when they are complementing each other, as is the case of supporting 

firms and services that are taken abroad through different types of 

contracts.155 The example of such could be engineering and computer-

related services. The Chilean agreement have no strong regulations if such 

agreements are sought to be undertaken, commercial presence is unbound 

and Swedish engineering companies could very well join forces with other 

actors when doing a foreign establishment. 

 

However, Root156 claims that it is only through full ownership – direct 

entry or sole venture – that a company can exercise full control over its  
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ownership and activities abroad, which means that it has to be done from 

scratch or through acquisitions. As this entry mode gives little time to learn 

about the market, it could be suited for larger corporations rather than the 

first-timers. However, if this entry mode is desired over joint venturing, 

then the case for financial institutions in both country agreements is that the 

entity should be a branch of an already established bank in its country of 

origin.  

 

An acquisition, when it comes to financial bodies, can be restricted as far as 

ownership percentage is concerned, Mexico with 49 percent and Chile not 

allowing acquisitions representing more than 10 percent without prior 

consent from authorities. Other forms of service supply is only permitted in 

a situation of joint-venture, such as the case with part of the Chilean 

professional services, which commercial presence is only legally accepted 

when incorporated in Chile as partnerships. 
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6 CONCLUSION 

In this final chapter we aim to finish what we have started. That is to 

answer the questions and purpose of this thesis, which is to examine which 

mode of establishment that will provide service companies with the best 

competitive advantages when entering the Mexican or Chilean market. The 

primary thought is to answer the purpose by responding the questions in 

the problem discussion. 

 

Ever since the EU-Chile and EU-Mexico agreements came into force, they 

have been standing as role models for other agreements the EU wants to 

enter with third countries. The conformity with article V of GATS, that 

both agreements follow, guarantees the European companies favourable 

treatment and lowering of trade barriers vis-à-vis other investing nations. 

There is also a strong ambition of offering equal domestic opportunities for 

EU investors as enjoyed by domestic counterparts.  

 

•  Describe how the free trade agreements that the EU enters with 

Chile and Mexico can affect the internationalisation process of the 

service industry? 

 

With its schedule of commitments the agreement will favour some entry 

mode alternatives over others, as it allows different levels of ownership- 

and internalisation-specific advantages. These advantages along with 

location-specific advantages make it easier for the management to 

understand which establishment mode that the company will benefit from 

according to its specific internal characteristics.  
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The external factors that include the trade politics of nations’ have in our 

thesis proven to be vital elements when deciding on a profitable market 

entry. Advantages from trade political negotiations cannot be disregarded 

and should be exploited as quickly as possible in order to gain competitive 

advantage over others on the newly-liberalized market.  
 

•  How and through which channels can the EU’s trade 

agreements in services provide opportunities for the 

internationalisation of Swedish service companies? 

 

Apart from what has been mentioned above, Swedish exports in services 

has been on the rise during past decades, earning greater importance in 

global trade situations. According to the Swedish Trade Council, the 

export in services is the fastest increasing export sector. This in 

combination with extensive liberalisations opens up many new 

opportunities for Swedish service investors on our two Latin American 

markets.  

 

What has even more confirmed the benefits for Swedish service investors, 

are the facts that extensive trade liberalisations have been taken place in 

market segments important to Sweden, such as the financial and insurance-

related services sector. These liberalisations are expected to generate new 

owner-specific advantages, which will increase the internal control and 

thus motivate strong foreign market engagements rather than other entry 

forms. So the channels that are most benefited from the agreements are 

those that involve some kind of direct investment. That is through sole 

ventures or joint ventures that will secure the control of the foreign 
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subsidiaries for the Swedish firms. The two agreements have lowered the 

different barriers that used to hinder Swedish firm from entering the 

Mexican or Chilean market. Although, it is important to point out that the 

agreement with Chile is the most far-reaching agreement of the two.  

 

With this conclusion we now finalise our thesis. We believe that we have 

been able to answer its purpose and feel satisfied with it. We hope to have 

contributed to making trade agreements, which concern macro-economic 

aspects, more business like. That is to show how firms can benefit from the 

agreements made through out the world. During this project we have 

noticed that new questions and issues have arisen. These may serve for 

future research in the same area. 

 

Along with the further liberalizations within GATS and WTO, the 

European Union is entering more and more bilateral trade agreements. This 

situation creates new unexplored opportunities, which need to be rapidly 

seized in order to precede competitors. It would be interesting to study the 

different business opportunities that will arise in Mexico or Chile, or any 

other country with which the EU has some kind of trade agreement. 

Another interesting question - not included in this thesis - is to examine 

what was the impact on Swedish foreign trade in services. Also whether or 

not the agreements made the Mexican or Chilean markets more attractive - 

in real terms - for Swedish firms.  

 

Well, many questions occurred during this thesis that we could not answer 

here, these were some of them. Now it is up to other students to get 

interested in them. 
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APPENDIX 1: MEXICAN LIBERALIZATIONS157 
 

1. FINANCIAL AND BANKING SERVICES 

Sector or Sub sector Limitations on market 
access 

Limitations on national 
treatment 

Cross-border supply: unbound Cross-border supply: unbound

Consumption abroad: no info Consumption abroad: no info 

a) Core banking services and 
bank operations, including 
lending of all types and credit 
granting  Commercial Presence: 

established commercial banks 
may carry out lending 
activities of all types, 
including consumer credit, 
mortgage credit, credit 
discounting and financing of 
commercial transactions.  

Foreign investment by 
persons exercising 
governmental functions is not 
allowed 

Commercial presence: this 
activity is restricted to 
established commercial 
banks. Foreign investment by 
persons exercising 
governmental functions is not 
allowed.  

If a completely new 
institution is to become 
established, then foreign 
investors may hold up to 49 
percent of overhead capital. 
Effective control of the 
enterprise by Mexican 
shareholders is required.  

Established securities firms 
and established securities 
specialists may carry out this 
activity. Foreign investment 
by persons exercising 
governmental functions is not 
allowed. 

Commercial presence: 
unbound 

b) Purchase of publicly-
offered securities on 
customer’s account and 
participation in issues of all 
kinds of securities, including 
underwriting and placement 
as agent (whether publicly or 
privately) 

Cross border supply: unbound

No information available 
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2. INSURANCE AND REINSURANCE SERVICES 

Sector or Sub sector Limitations on market 
access 

Limitations on national 
treatment 

Cross border supply: unbound Cross border supply: unbound

Consumption abroad: no info Consumption abroad: no info 

a) All insurance-related 
services: 

Life, accident, death and 
health insurance services Established insurance 

companies may carry out 
insurance and insurance-
related services. Foreign 
investors may hold up to 49 
per cent of the paid-up 
capital. Foreign investment by 
governments and official 
agencies is not allowed. 
Effective control of the 
enterprise by Mexican 
shareholders is required.  

 

 

 

3. PROFESSIONAL SERVICES 

Sector or Sub sector Limitations on market 
access 

Limitations on national 
treatment 

Cross-border supply: unbound Cross-border supply: unbound

Consumption abroad: 
unbound 

Consumption abroad: 
unbound 

Commercial Presence: 
unbound 

Commercial presence: 
unbound 

a) Accounting, auditing and 
bookkeeping services 

Presence of natural persons: 
unbound 

Presence of natural persons: 
unbound 

Cross-border supply: unbound Cross-border supply: unbound

Consumption abroad: 
unbound 

Consumption abroad: 
unbound 

Commercial Presence: 
unbound 

Commercial Presence: 
unbound 

b) Engineering services 

Presence of natural persons: 
unbound 

Presence of natural persons: 
unbound 
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Cross-border supply: unbound Cross-border supply: unbound

Consumption abroad: 
unbound 

Consumption abroad: 
unbound 

Commercial Presence: 
unbound 

Commercial Presence: 
unbound 

c) Computer and related 
services 

Presence of natural persons: 
unbound 

Presence of natural persons: 
unbound 

 

 

4. COMMUNICATION SERVICESi 

Sector or Sub sector Limitations on market 
access 

Limitations on national 
treatment 

Cross-border supply: no info 

Consumption abroad: no info 

Commercial presence: no info

a) Postal and Courier services Commercial presence: no info

Presence of natural persons: 
no info 

Cross border supply: no info 

Consumption abroad: no info 

Commercial presence: no info

b) Telecommunication 
services 

Commercial presence: no info

Presence of natural persons: 
no info 

 

 

 

 

 

                                          
i The Mexican agreement – differently from the Chilean – does not have the same coverage when it comes 
to its schedule of commitments. However, this does not mean that Mexico do not grant the same 
liberalizations in communication services as Chile. It could actually open up for greater liberalizations as no 
restrictions have been made public from the Mexican government. 
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5. CONSTRUCTION SERVICES 

Sector or Sub sector Limitations on market 
access 

Limitations on national 
treatment 

Cross-border supply: no info Cross-border supply: no info 

Consumption abroad: no info Consumption abroad: no info 

Commercial presence: no info Commercial presence: no info

a) Construction services and 
related engineering services 

Presence of natural persons: 
no info 

Presence of natural persons: 
no info 

 

 

6. TRANSPORT SERVICES 

Sector or Sub sector Limitations on market 
access 

Limitations on national 
treatment 

a) Maritime Transport 
Services 

Commercial presence:  

Each party shall continue to 
grant to ships operated by 
service suppliers of the other 
party treatment no less 
favourable than that accorded 
to its own ships, or those of 
any third country, with regard 
to access to ports, use of 
infrastructure and auxiliary 
maritime services of the ports, 
as well as related fees and 
charges, customs facilities 
and the facilities for loading 
and unloading.  

Commercial presence: 

Shipping companies 
established outside of Mexico 
and controlled by nationals of 
either the EU or Mexico, shall 
also be beneficiaries of the 
provisions of this chapter, as 
long as their vessels are 
registered in accordance with 
their respective legislation, 
and carry the flag of a EU 
Member State or Mexico. 
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APPENDIX 2: CHILEAN LIBERALIZATIONS158,159 
 

1. FINANCIAL AND BANKING SERVICES 

Sector or Sub sector Limitations on market 
access 

Limitations on national 
treatment 

Cross-border supply: unbound Cross-border supply: unbound

Consumption abroad: 
unbound  

Consumption abroad: 
unbound 

a) Core banking services and 
bank operations 

Commercial Presence: foreign 
banking institutions must be 
banking companies legally in 
their country of origin and 
must put up the capital 
required by Chilean law 

Commercial presence: 
unbound  

Foreign banking institutions 
may only operate through: 

(i) shareholdings in Chilean 
banks, 

(ii) becoming established as a 
corporation in Chile, 

b) Credit granting 

(iii) as branches of foreign 
corporations recognised in 
country of origin. In this case 
the capital effectively 
invested in Chile is 
considered, and not that of the 
main office. 

No information available 
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c) Purchase of publicly-
offered securities 

No national or foreign, natural 
or legal, person may acquire 
directly or through third 
parties shares in a bank, that 
represent more than 10 
percent of the bank’s capital 
without prior consent from 
Chilean authorities. 

Furthermore, the partners or 
shareholders of a financial 
institution may not transfer a 
percentage of rights or shares 
within their company in 
excess of 10 percent without 
prior consent from local 
authorities. 

No information available 

 

 

2. INSURANCE AND REINSURANCE SERVICES 

Sector or Sub sector Limitations on market 
access 

Limitations on national 
treatment 

Cross border supply: unbound Cross border supply: unbound

Consumption abroad: 
unbound 

Consumption abroad: 
unbound 

a) Sale of direct life insurance 
(does not include insurance 
related to the social security 
system) 

Chile’s commitments in the 
sale and intermediation of 
insurance for international 
maritime transport, 
international commercial 
aviation and goods in 
international transit shall enter 
into force one year after the 
entry of this agreement. 
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3. PROFESSIONAL SERVICES 

Sector or Sub sector Limitations on market 
access 

Limitations on national 
treatment 

Cross-border supply: unbound Cross-border supply: unbound

Consumption abroad: 
unbound 

Consumption abroad: 
unbound 

Commercial Presence: Only 
accepts legal persons legally 
incorporated in Chile as 
partnerships or associations. 

Commercial presence: 
unbound 

a) Accounting, auditing and 
bookkeeping services 

Presence of natural persons: 
unbound 

Presence of natural persons: 
unbound 

Cross-border supply: unbound Cross-border supply: unbound

Consumption abroad: 
unbound 

Consumption abroad: 
unbound 

Commercial Presence: 
unbound 

Commercial Presence: 
unbound 

b) Engineering services 

Presence of natural persons: 
unbound 

Presence of natural persons: 
unbound 

Cross-border supply: unbound Cross-border supply: unbound

Consumption abroad: 
unbound 

Consumption abroad: 
unbound 

Commercial Presence: 
unbound 

Commercial Presence: 
unbound 

c) Computer and related 
services 

Presence of natural persons: 
unbound 

Presence of natural persons: 
unbound 
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4. COMMUNICATION SERVICES 

Sector or Sub sector Limitations on market 
access 

Limitations on national 
treatment 

Cross-border supply: unbound

Consumption abroad: 
unbound 

Commercial presence: 
unbound 

a) Postal and Courier services Commercial presence: the 
Chilean state has monopoly 
on the admission, transport 
and delivery of postal items 

Presence of natural persons: 
unbound 

Cross border supply: unbound

Consumption abroad: 
unbound 

Commercial presence: 
unbound 

b) Telecommunication 
services 

Commercial presence: no 
access to the public 
telecommunications network. 
Limited market availability 
and subject to a concession 
licence or permitted granted 
by the government. Presence of natural persons: 

unbound 

 

 

5. CONSTRUCTION SERVICES 

Sector or Sub sector Limitations on market 
access 

Limitations on national 
treatment 

Cross-border supply: unbound Cross-border supply: unbound

Consumption abroad: 
unbound 

Consumption abroad: 
unbound 

Commercial presence: market 
access applied on basis of 
national treatment no info 

Commercial presence: 
unbound 

a) Construction services and 
related engineering services 

Presence of natural persons: 
unbound 

Presence of natural persons: 
unbound 
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6. TRANSPORT SERVICES 

Sector or Sub sector Limitations on market access Limitations on national 
treatment 

Commercial presence: 

(i) Foreign company can register 
and operate under Chilean flag 

(ii) Only natural or legal persons 
may register a vessel in Chile. 
Requiring domicile in Chile 
with director, chairman and 
administrators being Chilean 
natural persons 

(iii) More than 50 percent of its 
equity capital must be held by 
Chilean natural or legal persons 

(iv) A joint venture can register 
a vessel only when the majority 
rights belongs to Chilean 
naturals or legal persons 

(v) In order to sail under 
national flag the captain, its 
officers and crew must be 
Chilean naturals. Temporary 
hiring of foreign personnel 
permitted, but captain should 
remain Chilean 

a) Maritime Transport 
Services 

(vi) Cabotage (passenger traffic) 
reserved to Chilean vessels. 
Foreign merchant vessels may 
under certain conditions 
participate in cabotage 

 

 

                                          
157 European Commission (2001): Decision No 2/2001 of the EU-Mexico Joint Council,  
pp. 7-50 
158 European Commission (2002): Schedule of Specific Commitments on Services – 
Part B: Chile’s schedule  
159 European Commission (2002): Schedule of Specific Commitments on Financial 
Services 


